Rethinking Oswald’s Mail:
P.O. Box 2915 and the Missing Change of Address Orders
By Tom Gram

Introduction: A. Hidell and P.O. Box 2915
Since the 1960s, a recurring argument of Warren Commission critics is that Lee Harvey Oswald would
not have been able to receive the rifle ordered in the name of “A. Hidell” to his Dallas post office box,
P.O. Box 2915, because Hidell was not listed as a person entitled to receive mail on the box
application. This argument is generally presented as follows:
Dallas Postal Inspector and FBI Informant Harry Holmes testified that section three of the post office
box application, where the applicant indicates “persons entitled to receive mail in box”, was destroyed
when the box was closed in accordance with postal regulations at the time:
Mr. Liebeler: Now is this regulation that says section three should be torn off and thrown away,
is that a general regulation of the Post Office Department?
Mr. Holmes: It is in the Post Office Manual instructions to employees, yes sir.i
This was a lie. Postal regulations at the time specified that section three of the application should be
retained for two years. Holmes also testified that the “general practice” for package delivery in a post
office box was that a card would be placed in the box even if the name on the package was not
someone entitled to receive mail in the box; and a clerk would turn over the package to anyone
presenting the card at the Post Office counter.ii However, postal regulations at the time stated that any
mail addressed to a person not entitled to receive mail in a post office box would be marked “addressee
unknown” and returned to sender.iii
The Warren Commission accepted Holmes ’apparent perjury without question, and claimed that “it is
not known whether the application for post office box 2915 listed ‘A Hidell ’as a person entitled to
receive mail at this box”.iv However, an FBI report from 6/4/1964, Commission Exhibit 2585, appears to
prove that section three of the application was not destroyed when the box was closed, and that “A.
Hidell” was not entitled to receive mail in the box.
Our investigation has revealed that Oswald did not indicate on his application that others,
including an “A. Hidell” would receive mail through the box in question, which was Post Office
Box 2915 in Dallas. This box was obtained by Oswald on October 9,1962 and relinquished by
him on May 14, 1963.v
Thus, the implication is that section three of the application for P.O. Box 2915 was suppressed, and
Harry Holmes perjured himself to hide the fact that “A. Hidell” was not entitled to receive mail in the box.
The problem with this argument is that CE 2585 is not even remotely credible. The FBI report
comprising CE 2585 was aimed at debunking the conspiracy book“ Who Killed Kennedy”, and by
6/4/64, section three of the application for P.O. Box 2915 had been missing for almost seven months.vi
In addition, the evidence for Hidell being listed on the box application is actually quite compelling
compared to CE 2585. For example, a report written on 12/2/63 by Chief United States Postal Inspector
H.B. Montague contains the following statement:
On November 23 at about 4:30 P.M. Deputy Chief Inspector Duggan received a call from
Inspector in Charge Stephens in Fort Worth. Information had been developed that both the rifle

and the scope had been shipped by Klein’s Sporting Goods, Chicago, Illinois, on March 13,
1963. The mailing was addressed to A. Hidell, Box 2915, Dallas, Texas. This was Oswald’s box
and on the application for it he showed that A. Hidell would be one of the persons who would
receive mail through the box.vii
What’s more believable, an FBI report from June ‘64 aimed at debunking a conspiracy book or a report
from the Chief of the Postal Inspection Service from ten days after the assassination? Montague also
approved a historical summary report of Postal Inspection Service involvement in the assassination
investigation on 8/14/68 for the Lyndon B. Johnson Library that states the following:
Oswald was questioned about the post office boxes in Dallas, as well as at New Orleans. His
replies were quick and verified much of what was known. He denied, however, knowing an A.J.
Hidell and claimed ignorance to that name appearing on box applications.viii [Emphasis added]
Even Harry Holmes himself appears to have slipped up a bit in his testimony to Commission Counsel
David Belin. The following exchange occurred immediately after Holmes was questioned about the rifle
money order addressed to P.O. Box 2915:
Mr. Belin: How did you know about the use of the name A.J. Hidell?
Mr. Holmes: When the box was opened in the name of Lee H. Oswald. Because for two
reasons. I - one is, when he rented the post office box in New Orleans, he used the name of
A.J. Hidell as one of the persons entitled to receive mail in that box.ix [Emphasis added]
A key detail here is that Chief Inspector Montague wrote in his 12/2/63 report that the information on “A
Hidell” being entitled to receive mail in P.O. Box 2915 came from Inspector in Charge L.H. Stephens of
Fort Worth. As we will see later, Stephens almost certainly got his information on the box from Harry
Holmes.
Another notable example is that Marina Oswald told Priscilla Johnson McMillan for the book “Marina
and Lee” that Oswald listed both her name and A.J. Hidell on the application for P.O. Box 2915; and
though neither Marina nor McMillan is particularly credible, what’s interesting about this is that (1) the
CIA referenced “Marina and Lee” as a source in a chronology of Oswald that states Hidell was entitled
to receive mail in P.O. Box 2915; and (2) Marina was not asked a single question about P.O. Box 2915
by the FBI, Secret Service, or Warren Commission.x
As we can see, the evidence for “A. Hidell” being entitled to receive mail in P.O. Box 2915 is substantial
and seemingly credible; and the documents cited above are only a sampling of what can be found in a
thorough search of the declassified record. The significance of this is that CE 2585 - a report written to
debunk claims of conspiracy - can itself be effortlessly debunked; and thus, so can the argument that
section three of the application for P.O. Box 2915 was suppressed to hide the absence of “A. Hidell'.
However, the fact remains that Harry Holmes ’testimony regarding section three being destroyed when
the box was closed is flagrant perjury, so what other explanation could there be for the form never
being entered into evidence? In this essay we will attempt to answer this question by examining the
declassified record pertaining to Oswald’s mailing addresses in the latter half of 1963.

As we will see, the evidence suggests that the cover-up of Oswald’s Post Office records was much
more elaborate and far reaching than simply the suppression of section three of the application for P.O.
Box 2915.

Part I: The Closing of P.O. Box 2915 and Change of Address to New Orleans
At 10:29 PM CST on the night of the assassination, the Dallas FBI Field Office sent a teletype to FBI
Headquarters and New Orleans with information on change of address orders discovered at the Dallas
Post Office. This teletype is perhaps the single most important document in existence regarding the
Oswalds ’mail, and will be referred to repeatedly throughout this essay as simply the “Dallas teletype”:
Inspector Harry Holmes, US Post Office, Dallas, advised tonight check of postal records at
Dallas reflects following info.
On May 10, last, USPO, main branch, Dallas, received forwarding order for any mail for Mrs.
Lee H. Oswald to be forwarded from Box 2915, located main PO, Dallas, to 2515 West Fifth St.,
Irving Texas. On May 14 Last, PO received forwarding order again for mail in Box 2915, Dallas,
for Mr. Lee H. Oswald to be forwarded to 4907 Magazine, New Orleans, LA. Post Office
subsequently had forwarding order from Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, date unknown, to forward all mail
for Mrs. Lee H. Oswald to Box 30061 New Orleans, LA. On Oct. 11 Last, cancellation received
at PO from Irving, Tex., from Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, 2515 West Fifth St., Irving, to cancel
forwarding order to New Orleans, Box 30061.xi
According to this teletype, “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” filed a change of address order on 5/10/63 from P.O.
Box 2915 to Ruth Paine’s house at 2515 West Fifth St. in Irving. This change of address order was
never entered into evidence. According to the official story, Marina Oswald moved in with Ruth Paine
when Lee left Dallas for New Orleans in April ‘63. Lee called on 5/9/63 saying he had found a job and
an apartment and wanted Marina and their daughter June to join him in New Orleans. On 5/10/63, Ruth
Paine drove Marina and June to New Orleans and they arrived at Lee’s apartment on Magazine St. the
following day.xii Thus, the 5/10/63 forwarding order is entirely consistent with Marina moving to New
Orleans and no longer having access to the post office box she shared with Lee; and indicates that she
routed her mail to the Paine home before leaving Irving so that she wouldn’t miss anything. In fact, the
5/14/63 change of address order for “Mr. Lee H. Oswald” from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St.,
which was entered into evidence, implies that Marina had been receiving mail for both herself and Lee
at P.O. Box 2915 for weeks while Lee was in New Orleans. The validity of the 5/14/63 change of
address order however does not hold up under scrutiny.

The box checked off for “entire family or firm” indicates that mail for everyone with the same last name
will be forwarded to the new address. The back of the form is stamped with the receiving date 5/14/63,
but there is no postal clerk endorsement or date entered on the front, which implies that this change of
address order was never processed by the Dallas Post Office. The importance of this point cannot be
overstated. Every other POD Form 3575 in evidence contains a clerk endorsement; and no explanation
was ever given for why the endorsement line on this particular forwarding order was left blank. The
evidence indicates that the reason for the lack of endorsement is that Marina had already filed the
same form a few days earlier on May 10th and checked off the box for “entire family or firm”, which
would have closed the box and changed the Oswalds ’mailing address on file at the Dallas Post Office
from P.O. Box 2915 to 2515 West Fifth St. in Irving. Since Oswald mailed the above form on May 9th as indicated by the New Orleans postmark - but it wasn’t received in Dallas until May 14th, Marina
closed the box while Oswald’s form was still in the mail.
Further evidence for the box being closed on May 10th instead of May 14th comes from FBI Assistant
Director Alex Rosen, the head of the FBI General Investigative Division. Around 8:00 a.m. CST on
11/23/63, Rosen sent a memo to Assistant Director Alan Belmont that contains the following statement:
It is significant to point out that up until 5-10-63 Box 2915, Dallas, Texas, located in the main
post office was being used by Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, believed to be suspect’s mother.xiii
Rosen’s memo references the 5/10/63 forwarding order directly but mentions nothing of the box being
used by Lee Oswald. Notably, this memo is the earliest report on record indicating the primary renter of
P.O. Box 2915. According to Rosen, it was believed that “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald”, a title obviously
implying Lee’s wife Marina, was actually Oswald’s mother. After receiving Rosen’s memo, Belmont
called Special Agent in Charge of the Dallas FBI Field Office Gordon Shanklin at 8:15 a.m. CST who
corroborated Rosen’s assertion. Belmont subsequently sent a memo to Assistant Director Clyde Tolson
discussing this phone call:
Shanklin said Agents have checked with the post office, and that this is a post office box in the
name of Oswald’s mother and traceable to Oswald.xiv [Emphasis added]
Other than the Dallas teletype, Belmont’s memo to Tolson is perhaps the most important document
regarding P.O. Box 2915 on record, since Belmont states that according to Shanklin, FBI agents had
checked with the Dallas Post Office and verified that the box was rented in the name of “Oswald’s
mother”
The information on P.O Box 2915 and “Oswald’s mother” continued up the FBI chain of command. A
Saturday morning FBI report to Secret Service Chief James Rowley summarizing the investigation into
the assassination to date and signed by J. Edgar Hoover contains the following statement:
This Post Office Box at that time was rented by Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, believed to be the mother
of suspect.xv
We will examine the issue of who actually rented P.O. Box 2915 in detail later in this essay, but the
point for now is that the information regarding the box being in the name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” was
deemed credible enough to report to the top four officials in the FBI command structure, sign Hoover’s

name to it, and pass along to the Chief of the U.S. Secret Service; and the information included Alex
Rosen corroborating that the box was closed on 5/10/63.
On 5/15/63, Oswald filed another change of address order, this time routing mail from Ruth Paine’s
house at 2515 West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine St in New Orleans. This forwarding order was also
never entered into evidence. It was discovered on the day of the assassination by Irving Postal
Inspectors I. L. Niewoehner and R. L. McCoy and appears to have been a correction to the unendorsed
5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St., since Marina had already closed
P.O. Box 2915 and forwarded Oswald’s mail to 2515 West Fifth St. on May 10th. As we have seen,
Oswald indicated “entire family or firm” on the 5/14/63 forwarding order, so it’s reasonable to assume
he did the same when he sent this correction to Irving, which would have instructed the Irving Post
Office to forward Marina’s mail along with his own to 4907 Magazine St. Niewoehner and McCoy’s
12/4/64 report describes the 5/15/63 forwarding order and indicates that it was turned over to the
Secret Service:
On November 22, 1963, we traveled to Irving, Texas, to check mailing addresses that might
have been used by one Lee Oswald, our action being prompted by a request from the U.S.
Secret Service. We learned that a forwarding order, Form 3575, was on file for this person from
2515 W. Fifth Street to 4907 Magazine Street, New Orleans, the change being dated May 15,
1963. As far as could be determined the address at 2515 West Fifth Street was the only one
ever used by Oswald at Irving …The change of address information, including the card itself, …
were discussed with you and Assistant Inspector in Charge J.V. Staples, it being our
understanding that the information was forwarded on to the Secret Service.xvi [Emphasis added]
Niewoehner and McCoy’s report directly implicates the Secret Service in burying key evidence in the
assassination investigation; and the most likely reason for the 5/15/63 forwarding order being
suppressed is that it further corroborates Oswald’s mail being forwarded to 2515 West Fifth St. on May
10th when P.O. Box 2915 was closed by Marina.
We will now turn our attention to Commission Exhibit 1799, a report from the Postal Inspection Service
to the Warren Commission on assistance rendered by Postal Inspectors in the assassination
investigation. The Postal Inspection Service was very careful with the language used in CE 1799, as it
was the only agency level report provided to the Warren Commission. All the initial Postal Inspector
reports were compiled and revised through a series of drafts before submission to Commission Chief
Counsel J. Lee Rankin on 1/17/63, and no Inspector’s report was revised more extensively than the
12/3/63 report of Harry Holmes. The revisions to Holmes ’report deserve our closest attention.
The most perplexing aspect of CE 1799 is a statement that P.O. Box 2915 was in the name of “J.H.
Oswald”, which could be dismissed as a typo were it not for the fact that the same “mistake” appears in
Harry Holmes ’initial report, a CE 1799 outline with revised excerpts from all the initial Postal Inspector
reports, and the CE 1799 first draft. Given the extent of the revisions performed in each draft of CE
1799 it strains credulity to think that no one noticed such a glaring typo. Even worse is that few details
that were revised from Holmes ’initial report for CE 1799 appear in the exact same sentence:
CE 1799 Outline: This is a box that was rented in the name of J.H. Oswald at that time and
later from which a forwarding order was entered to have the mail sent to New Orleans.xvii
[Emphasis added]

CE 1799 First Draft: At the Main Post Office, Post Office Box 2915 was rented in the name of
J.H. Oswald. A request was later received to forward mail to New Orleans.xviii [Emphasis added]
CE 1799: This box was rented in the name of J.H. Oswald at that time and a forwarding order
was later entered to have mail sent to New Orleans.xix [Emphasis added]
The key to understanding these revisions is that the only forwarding order to New Orleans described in
CE 1799 is the 5/15/63 Irving forwarding order from 2515 West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine St
discovered by Niewoehner and McCoy:
Inquiry on November 22 by postal inspectors at Irving, at the request of the Secret Service,
disclosed a forwarding order, dated May 15, 1963, directing that mail for Lee Oswald be sent
from 2515 West Fifth Street to 4907 Magazine St, New Orleans, Louisiana.xx
The implication of this is that Holmes ’statement from his 12/3/63 report was revised to remove any
reference to the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St, likely
because acknowledging its validity would implicate the Postal Inspection Service in lying to the Warren
Commission. As we can see, the first draft edit was not even good enough. The phrase “a request was
later received” was replaced with “a forwarding order was later entered” to avoid implying that the
“request” received at the Dallas Post Office actually sent Oswald’s mail from P.O. Box 2915 to New
Orleans, since the valid 5/15/63 forwarding order was only received at the Post Office in Irving. Holmes ’
report uses similar language to the final draft, but the authors of CE 1799 removed the words “from
which” and changed “the mail” to just “mail” to eliminate any specificity of the referenced forwarding
order to P.O. Box 2915. With so much attention given to revising the above sentence, the idea that
nobody in the Postal Inspection Service noticed the name “J. H. Oswald” is preposterous. We will
examine Holmes ’original statement and explore the “J.H. Oswald” issue further later in this essay.
The second and final reference to a change of address order in Holmes ’12/3/63 report describes what
Holmes did with the forwarding order, or more accurately orders, after he found them. According to the
FBI, Holmes gave the original applications for P.O. Box 2915, P.O. Box 6225, and the original 5/14/63
forwarding order to Special Agent Alfred Ellington on 11/23/63 to be sent to the FBI Lab for handwriting
comparison.xxi Holmes ’report however says that he gave the original forwarding order to the Secret
Service:
After photocopying the original box rent application covering Box 2915 at the General post office
and Box 6225 at the Terminal Annex, they were furnished to the FBI. Similarly, the original
forwarding request on file in Dallas was furnished the Secret Service.xxii [Emphasis added]
A clue to what really happened is provided by Holmes himself in a memorandum from 4/10/65. After
including the above quote from his 12/3/63 report, Holmes continues with an incredibly provocative
statement:
As additional information, I hold receipts for the original box rental applications for boxes 2915
and 6225 and for POD form 3575, Change of Address Order, dated May 12, 1963, covering the
forwarding of mail from Box 2915, Dallas, to 4907 Magazine St., New Orleans, La. These
receipts are signed by Alfred C. Ellington, Special Agent, FBI, and dated November 23, 1963.xxiii
[Emphasis added]

It appears that Holmes contradicts himself in the span of two paragraphs, but closer examination
suggests that he knew exactly what he was doing. As we have seen, the only forwarding request from
P.O Box 2915 that was actually “on file” in Dallas would have been Marina’s 5/10/63 forwarding order to
2515 West Fifth St. Since Oswald’s 5/14/63 forwarding order was turned over to the FBI, Marina’s
forwarding order was almost certainly what Holmes gave to the Secret Service. Holmes“ ’additional
information” regarding his receipt from Special Agent Ellington is just more confirmation that the
unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order he allegedly turned over on 11/23/63 was never officially on file in
the Dallas Post Office. The deliberately vague phrase “covering the forwarding of mail” appears to be
an attempt at concealing the fact that the 5/14/63 forwarding order never actually sent Oswald’s mail
anywhere.
Holmes ’claim that the original box applications were turned over to the FBI on 11/23/63 is also
questionable, since Holmes testified that he confronted Oswald with the original applications on the
morning of November 24th at the Dallas Police Station. How do we reconcile Holmes ’testimony with
his claim that he was given dated receipts by Special Agent Ellington on the 23rd? Even worse is that
Ellington’s own report concerning his contact with Holmes on the 23rd mentions nothing about Holmes
turning over documents:
The records of the United States Post Office, Terminal Annex, reflected four documents
pertaining to post office box rental and change of address filed by Lee H. Oswald.
[Document descriptions]
The above information is available only upon issuance of a subpoena duces tecum directed to
Mr. Harry Holmes, U.S. Postal Inspector, Terminal Annex, Dallas, Texas.xxiv
Another interesting detail is that Ellington’s report wasn’t written until 11/27/63, even though it
concerned events that allegedly occurred four days earlier. Should we believe that Ellington would write
the above statements if Holmes had actually turned over the original Post Office documents to the FBI
on 11/23/63? For comparison purposes, the FBI report concerning the documents obtained from the
New Orleans Post Office begins and ends with the following statements:
On November 23, 1963, Confidential Informant NO T-1 furnished the following, pertaining to
Post Office Box 30061, New Orleans:
[Document descriptions]
The originals of the above were forwarded to the FBI Laboratory on November 23, 1963, for
comparison with known handwriting of Lee Harvey Oswald.xxv [Emphasis added]
With the foregoing in mind, we will now examine how the Postal Inspection Service once again carefully
edited Holmes ’12/3/63 report before submission of CE 1799 to the Warren Commission:
CE 1799 Outline: After photocopying original box rent applications for Box 2915 at GPO and
Box 6225 at Terminal Annex, they were furnished to the FBI, in addition to the original
forwarding request on file in Dallas, for handwriting comparison purposes.xxvi

CE 1799 First Draft: Inspectors furnished the FBI copies of the applications for Post Office Box
6225 (Terminal Annex) and 2915 (GPO) and the original forwarding request for handwriting
comparison.xxvii
CE 1799: Postal inspectors furnished to the FBI at their request the originals of applications for
Post Office Box 6225 (Terminal Annex) and 2915 (General post office). The original forwarding
request was turned over to the Secret Service at their request.xxviii
The three drafts tell three completely different stories, but only CE 1799 itself somewhat corroborates
Holmes ’12/3/63 report. The CE 1799 outline and first draft however contradict Holmes ’report and say
that the original forwarding order was turned over to the FBI instead of the Secret Service. It’s very
difficult to believe that the Postal Inspection Service didn’t know how to read. As we have seen, the only
forwarding order from P.O Box 2915 “on file in Dallas'' that Holmes could have given to the Secret
Service is the 5/10/63 forwarding order from Marina. Since the official story was that the 5/14/63
forwarding order reflected the only change of address on file from P.O. Box 2915, Holmes ’report in
unedited form could have caused major problems for the Warren Commission. How this issue was
dealt with is a marvel in creative writing. For the final draft of CE 1799, Holmes ’report was revised to
say that the box applications and forwarding order were turned over by Postal Inspectors, and the
words “on file in Dallas” were removed. The key here is that like the 5/10/63 forwarding order turned
over by Holmes, the 5/15/63 Irving forwarding order was also turned over to the Secret Service by
Inspectors Niewoehner and McCoy. Revising Holmes ’initial report by removing “on file in Dallas” and
adding the plural “Inspectors” allows CE 1799 to remain technically correct in reference to the 5/15/63
forwarding order while concealing any reference to both the 5/14/63 and 5/10/63 forwarding orders.
This clever manipulation of language allowed the Postal Inspection Service to simultaneously protect
Holmes, shield themselves from complicity in withholding evidence, and avoid lying to the Warren
Commission. As we have seen, the exact same strategy was used in the revision of Holmes' sentence
on “J.H. Oswald”.
Regarding the box applications, the CE 1799 first draft claiming that copies were turned over to the FBI
instead of originals once again calls into question the reading comprehension of the Postal Inspection
Service, unless Holmes really did have the originals in his possession on 11/24/63. We will explore this
issue further and examine the chain of custody of the box applications in detail later in this essay.
It is important to point out that other than the vague references by Holmes in his initial report, which as
we have seen were carefully “corrected” for CE 1799, the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order is not
mentioned once in any report written by the Postal Inspection Service. The 5/15/63 forwarding order
however is described in detail in nearly every report on Postal Inspector involvement in the investigation
at Irving. In contrast, the 5/15/63 forwarding order is not mentioned once in any report written by the
FBI or Secret Service and only appears in the Warren Commission volumes as described in CE 1799,
whereas the 5/14/63 forwarding order is mentioned dozens of times, was entered into evidence, and
even appears in the Warren Report. Why would the Postal Inspection Service only be willing to
acknowledge the 5/15/63 forwarding order found by Niewoehner and McCoy, a document not in
evidence? A report from J.V. Staples, Assistant Inspector in Charge at Fort Worth from 11/29/63
provides a clue by describing just how important the Irving forwarding order really was to the
investigation:

Incidentally, it was through our inspectors ’(Niewoehner and McCoy) efforts that Oswald’s
association with New Orleans was developed. This was through the medium of a change of
address mailed by him at New Orleans on May 14, 1963, to the postmaster at Irving, Texas,
requesting that his mail be forwarded to 4907 Magazine St, New Orleans, Louisiana.xxix
[Emphasis added]
Further elaboration on this point can be found in the 8/14/68 historical summary report approved by
Chief Inspector H.B. Montague that we cited in our introduction:
Meanwhile, on the evening of November 22, New Orleans based Inspectors J.J. Zarza and
C.W. Campbell were notified of Oswald’s change of address from Irving, Texas to New Orleans.
Their first assignment was to check out the Magazine St. address given in the forwarding
order.xxx
If the reader is not convinced by now that the official story surrounding Oswald’s mail is a complete
fiction, consider this: is there any innocent explanation for the document that originally linked Lee
Harvey Oswald to New Orleans after the assassination never being entered into evidence? The
investigative value of the 5/15/63 forwarding order however does not seem like enough of a motive to
explain why the Postal Inspection Service would include its full description in CE 1799. As we have
seen, the 5/15/63 forwarding order alone destroys the official story of Oswald’s mail and can be traced
directly to the closing of P.O. Box 2915 on 5/10/63 by Marina. Why would the Postal Inspection Service
print such explosive information in a report to the Warren Commission?
The following is far from conclusive, but the evidence suggests that the Postal Inspection Service
simply took the path of least resistance in composing CE 1799. As we have seen, out of the 5/14 and
5/15/63 forwarding orders, only the latter was endorsed by a postal clerk and processed by the Post
Office. Also, Holmes ’12/3/63 report contains no descriptive information whatsoever and is deliberately
vague about the forwarding orders he found and turned over to the FBI and Secret Service, whereas
Niewoehner and McCoy’s 12/2/63 report describes the full change of address reflected in the 5/15/63
forwarding order. With the risk of an honest inquiry by the Warren Commission still looming (CE 1799
was requested in January ‘64) leaving out such critical information from Niewoehner and McCoy’s
report was out of the question, especially since the 5/15/63 forwarding order launched the entire
investigation of Oswald in New Orleans. The only way to maintain plausible deniability as an
organization about Marina’s role in the forwarding of Oswald’s mail was to ignore the false typo about
“J.H Oswald” and revise the rest of Holmes ’report so that the vague references to Dallas forwarding
orders would all point to the 5/15/63 forwarding order found in Irving. The alternative of adding
descriptive information to Holmes ’report would require answering some difficult questions: Oswald
having two different primary mailing addresses on file at the Post Office, Oswald forwarding his mail to
New Orleans from both addresses within the span of two days, and Holmes turning over the original
forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to two different agencies. As we have seen, the explanation for
these “anomalies” is as follows:
(1) Marina closed P.O. Box 2915 on 5/10/63 and forwarded both her and Oswald’s mail from the
box to 2515 West Fifth St. in Irving.

(2) As a result, Oswald’s 5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St. was
never processed and the 5/15/63 forwarding order from 2515 West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine
St. was mailed in by Oswald as a correction.
(3) Holmes ’turned over the 5/14/63 forwarding order to the FBI and gave the 5/10/63 forwarding
order to the Secret Service.
The Postal Inspection Service was clearly aware of all of this, and likely realized very early on that the
FBI and Holmes were collaborating in a cover-up regarding P.O. Box 2915. At the very least, the
egregious lack of specificity in Holmes ’12/3/63 report is completely incongruent with the expected
findings of an honest investigator and must have been noticed immediately by Holmes ’superiors. The
choices made in revising Holmes ’report for CE 1799 can thus be reasonably explained by an agency
concerned about appearing complicit in the fraudulent actions of one of its employees, and whose
priority was to limit potential questioning by the Warren Commission as much as possible.
Unfortunately for the American people, the Postal Inspection Service had nothing to worry about. The
only Postal Inspector called to testify to the Warren Commission was Harry Holmes. Even worse is that
Holmes was the only Post Office employee ever even placed under oath. Not a single postal worker
was asked to give a sworn affidavit, despite the critical importance of Oswald’s mail to the investigation:
both the alleged murder weapons of JFK and J.D. Tippit were allegedly ordered by Oswald to P.O. Box
2915. This exclusive reliance on FBI Informant Holmes allowed the Commission to concoct a
completely false narrative regarding the forwarding of Oswald’s mail in 1963. We’ve already dissected a
major piece of this fiction in the “disappearance” of the 5/10/63 and 5/15/63 forwarding orders and use
of the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order to explain how the Oswalds ’mail ended up in New
Orleans. Before we discuss New Orleans directly, we will take a brief look at how the Commission
actually incorporated the 5/14/63 forwarding order into the official story.
One would think that the Commission would stand behind the validity of the 5/14/63 forwarding order,
the only official explanation for how Oswald’s mail got to New Orleans, but that’s not at all what
happened. On page 570 of the Warren Report is a section titled “Post Office Box Applications and
Change-of-Address Card” which contains the following paragraph:
The Fort Worth and Dallas post offices retained two change-of-address orders signed “Lee H.
Oswald”. One to “Postmaster, Fort Worth, Tex,” dated October 10. 1962, to send mail to
“Oswald, Lee H” at 2703 Mercedes Av, Fort Worth, Texas” and forward to “Box 2915, Dallas,
Texas”; the other to “Postmaster, Dallas, Texas” dated May 12, 1963, requested mail for post
office box 2915 be forwarded to “Lee Oswald” at “4907 Magazine St, New Orleans, La. Based
on a comparison with the standards, the handwriting on these orders was identified as that of
Lee Harvey Oswald.xxxi [Emphasis added]
The forwarding order dated 5/12/63 is the same unendorsed forwarding order received at the Dallas
Post Office on 5/14/63, which accomplished exactly what the Warren Report claims it did, request that
Oswald’s mail be forwarded to 4907 Magazine St. in New Orleans. Note the difference in language
used in the description of the 10/10/62 forwarding order, because the chapter of the Report dealing with
Oswald’s biography is even worse. The 10/10/62 forwarding order is described in Oswald’s biography
as follows:

On October 10, he filed a change-of-address form indicating that mail for 2703 Mercedes Street
should be forwarded to the box.xxxii [Emphasis added]
While the Report is clear that the 10/10/62 forwarding order was filed, the 5/14/63 forwarding order is
not even mentioned in the section regarding the Oswalds ’move to New Orleans.xxxiii One would think
that the Hearing and Exhibits would clarify the matter, but we’ve already seen more than enough
confusion regarding CE 1799, so how was the 5/14/63 forwarding order authenticated other than
through handwriting analysis? Holmes ’initials and the date 11/22/63 appear on the form in evidence,
so surely he’d be asked to describe and authenticate it during his testimony:
Mr. Belin: All right, what was the next thing you did in connection with the investigation of the
assassination?
Mr. Holmes: Well, throughout the entire period I was feeding change of addresses as bits of
information to the FBI and the Secret Service, and sort of a coordinating deal on it, but then
about Sunday morning about 9:20----Mr. Belin: Pardon me a second (Discussion off the record.) Anything else now, Mr. Holmes?
Mr. Holmes: I might cover the record of his rental of the post office box in New Orleans. Do you
want me to go over that?
Mr. Belin: All right, go ahead.xxxiv
Incredibly, the above exchange between Holmes and David Belin is the only testimony on record
regarding the post-assassination discovery of Oswald’s change of mailing address to New Orleans.
Belin cut Holmes off at any mention of change of address orders, discussed something off the record,
and jumped straight to the rental of P.O. Box 30061. The only so-called “authentication” of the 5/14/63
forwarding order occurred over two months after Holmes ’4/2/64 testimony to Belin. The FBI quietly
showed Holmes a photograph of the forwarding order on 6/16/64, and all Holmes said was that it was a
photograph of the same document he turned over to Special Agent Alfred Ellington. Holmes did not
provide a date for the transaction.xxxv

Part II: P.O. Box 30061 and Change of Address to Irving
The Oswalds ’mail in New Orleans makes Dallas and Irving seem downright transparent. We must rely
on obscure references to missing evidence and what we know about Post Office operations in 1963 just
to be able to form a viable theory for what might have happened. As we will see, some of the evidence
even appears to have been materially altered. Ultimately, the same pattern continued in New Orleans
as we have already seen; suppression of any evidence connecting the Oswalds ’mail to the closing of
P.O. Box 2915 by Marina on 5/10/63.
Shortly after Oswald settled in with Marina and June on Magazine St, he began corresponding with Fair
Play for Cuba Committee National Chairman Vincent T. Lee. Oswald wrote a letter to Lee on 5/26/63
expressing his desire to open a chapter of the FPCC in New Orleans - one of the most rabidly antiCastro cities in America - and requested formal membership in the organization.xxxvi On 5/29/63, Lee

wrote back with cautious advice, and was particularly adamant about the necessity of opening a post
office box:
Most Chapters have discovered that it is easier to operate semi-privately out of a home and
maintain a P.O. Box for all mailings and public notices. (A P.O. Box is a must for any Chapter in
the organization to guarnatee(sic) the continued contact with the national even if an individual
should move or drop out.)xxxvii
Just a few days later on 6/3/63, Oswald opened P.O. Box 30061 at the Lafayette Square Station Post
Office in New Orleans. Basically, Oswald opened P.O. Box 30061 for the sole purpose of supporting his
phony New Orleans FPCC chapter, at the advice of the FPCC National Chairman. The box was not just
another mailing address.

As we can see, both Marina Oswald and A.J. Hidell were listed as persons entitled to receive mail on
the box application, and Oswald opened the box in the name of L.H. Oswald instead of using his first
name.xxxviii There is actually some evidence to suggest that Oswald did not write in the name “A.J.
Hidell” on this application, but a discussion of this evidence is out of the scope of this essay and for the
purpose of tracking the Oswalds ’mail it doesn’t really matter either way.
Another interesting detail is that Oswald selected “all except special delivery in box” on section 3 of the
application and listed 657 French Street as the address for special delivery mail; but 657 French St. is a
nonexistent address and is crossed out on the application, likely by a postal clerk. When Oswald first
arrived in New Orleans in April ‘63, he stayed with his Aunt Lillian Murret at 757 French St. for a few
days before moving into his apartment on Magazine St.xxxix The number 657 is possibly just an error,
but what special delivery mail was Oswald planning on receiving in New Orleans that he didn’t want
delivered to his post office box? Why wouldn’t he just have it sent to his apartment? The significance of
this is that it shows how section 3 of a post office box application is important for more than just who
was listed as authorized to receive mail. For example, there could have been unique delivery
instructions on the application for P.O. Box 2915 as well, using the box for “Other Delivery Instructions'',
that would direct the Post Office to route packages to a physical mailing address.
According to the Dallas teletype, Harry Holmes found an undated change of address order forwarding
all mail for Marina to P.O. Box 30061. Unsurprisingly, this forwarding order was never entered into
evidence:
Post Office subsequently had forwarding order from Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, date unknown, to
forward all mail for Mrs. Lee H. Oswald to Box 30061 New Orleans, LA.xl
Holmes allegedly discovered this forwarding order during a check of postal records at the main Dallas
Post Office. What’s odd about this is that a forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061 was also on file at the
New Orleans Post Office, as indicated by the New Orleans postmarks on an envelope sent from one of
Marina’s friends in the Soviet Union:
An airmail envelope, believed to have enclosed this letter, was found among the Oswalds ’
effects. It was addressed, in English, to Mrs. Marina Oswald, 4907 Magazine St., New Orleans,
La, U.S.A…The envelope had been readdressed by someone to “P.P. Bx 30061” and
readdressed again to “2515 West 5th St., Irving, Texas.”xli
This forwarding order could have technically been a family forward in Oswald’s name, but since no
forwarding order from 4907 Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061 was ever entered into evidence or even
mentioned in any report by the FBI or Postal Inspection Service, the forwarding order was almost
certainly filled out by Marina. How do we explain two different forwarding orders on file for Marina in two
different locations directing mail to the same address?
It is important to understand that prior to computers, the Post Office forwarded mail based only on the
change of address orders on file at each specific location, and any interoffice coordination was entirely
in the hands of postal workers. The best example of this is the 5/15/63 forwarding order that was only
on file at the Irving Post Office after the assassination. Oswald could have sent the form to the Dallas
Post Office and achieved the same result - forwarding his mail from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine
St. - but instead he sent it to Irving, so the only active forwarding order on file for him in Dallas was

Marina’s 5/10/63 family forward from P.O. Box 2915 to 2515 West Fifth St. Irving never informed Dallas
of the change, so Oswald’s mail had to be readdressed twice before arriving in New Orleans:

Figure 1: Oswald’s Mail Forwarding to 4907 Magazine St.

This example demonstrates that Marina’s forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061 on file in Dallas had to
have been mailed in separately from the forwarding order she filed in New Orleans and would have
changed her forwarding address in Dallas from 2515 West Fifth St. to P.O. Box 30061. The effect of
this would be that any mail arriving for Marina addressed to P.O. Box 2915 would be sent directly to
P.O. Box 30061 instead of being readdressed through Irving. At the same time, the New Orleans
forwarding order would ensure that any mail arriving for Marina addressed to 4907 Magazine St. would
also be sent to P.O. Box 30061:

Figure 2: Marina’s Mail Forwarding to P.O. Box 30061

As we can see, if Marina had only filed the forwarding order in New Orleans, her mail would have
ended up in P.O. Box 30061 anyway, so why would she send a separate forwarding order to Dallas? A
plausible scenario is that a New Orleans postal clerk sent an internal forwarding order, POD Form
3575-Z, to Dallas to prevent unnecessary readdressing of Marina’s mail after she filed the forwarding
order from 4907 Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061. Some potential evidence for this scenario is that on
10/11/63, a New Orleans postal clerk canceled the Dallas forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061 on
Marina’s behalf by sending a forwarding cancellation, POD Form 3546, to the Dallas Post Office.xlii We
will examine this forwarding cancellation later - it’s one of the most fascinating Post Office documents in
evidence - but the point for now is that Marina didn’t necessarily send a separate forwarding order to
Dallas herself. Either way, all we can know for sure is that the Dallas and New Orleans Post Offices
each had forwarding orders on file to send Marina’s mail to P.O. Box 30061, and neither forwarding
orders were entered into evidence.
We don’t have dates for either the Dallas or New Orleans forwarding orders, but since Oswald opened
P.O. Box 30061 on 6/3/63, it is reasonable to assume that both forwarding orders were filed at some
point during the month of June. What is interesting about this is that even though Oswald opened P.O.
Box 30061, the official story is that he never forwarded his regular mail to the box. In addition, the

evidence suggests that the official story is actually correct on this point, and that Marina’s two
forwarding orders to P.O. Box 30061 did not have the option selected for “entire family or firm”.
Evidence that the Dallas forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061 did not list “entire family or firm” can be
found in what appears to be a mistake made by postal carriers in Irving. The following passage is from
the 12/4/63 report by Irving Postal Inspectors Niewoehner and McCoy:
Davis stated that he had continued to leave Oswald’s mail in the letter box at 2515 W. Fifth, no
forwarding order being observed. He could not recall any specific pieces of mail for Oswald.
Davis recalled that Mrs. Ruth Paine mentioned to him during the middle of September 1963,
that, “We’ve been on a two months’ vacation”. Davis went on to say that from the time he took
over the route, latter part of July, until this middle of September conversation, he had continued
to place mail for the Paines or the Oswalds in the box at 2515 W. Fifth Street. He further stated
the box would be emptied every few days and he assumed that someone (identity unknown)
had authority to withdraw mail from this particular house letter box.xliii
According to this report, postal carrier J.G. Davis never observed a forwarding order on file in Irving and
continued to deliver Oswald’s mail to 2515 West Fifth St. from late July through September 1963. The
problem with this is that prior to 9/24/63, when Oswald filed a family forward from P.O. Box 30061 to
2515 West Fifth St. that we will discuss later, Oswald’s mail should have been forwarded from 2515
West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine St. in accordance with the 5/15/63 forwarding order. How do we
explain Davis ’alleged failure to forward Oswald’s mail to New Orleans?
Before computers, postal carriers would note changes of address on a card they carried along on their
delivery route. What may have happened here is that since Davis didn’t take over the Irving route until
late July, the previous carrier failed to inform him of the 5/15/63 forwarding order on file in Irving, so
Davis continued to deliver Oswald’s mail to 2515 West Fifth St. based on Marina’s 5/10/63 family
forward on file in Dallas. However, if Marina or a New Orleans postal clerk had indicated “entire family
or firm” on the Dallas forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061, Oswald’s mail wouldn’t have been routed
through Irving at all, so it wouldn’t matter if Davis had observed the 5/15/63 forwarding order or not (see
Figure 2). Another interesting detail is that according to Davis, someone emptied the Paine letter box
every few days throughout the entire vacation period. The identity of this person is a complete mystery,
and Ruth Paine was never asked by the Warren Commission about who picked up her mail while she
was away.xliv,xlv We will examine Mrs. Paine’s testimony shortly, but the point for now is that if Davis ’
story is credible, it corroborates the notion that the Dallas forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061 was only
in Marina’s name.
The evidence that the New Orleans forwarding order from 4907 Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061 did
not list “entire family or firm” is also inconclusive, but fairly compelling, nonetheless. According to CE
1799, the mail carrier serving the Magazine St. address made the following statement to New Orleans
Postal Inspectors:
The carrier from Station B, serving the Magazine Street address, recalled most mail for Oswald
was 2nd-class matter including some foreign newspapers. One copy of a Russian magazine
was on hand at Station B.xlvi

If we believe J.G. Davis, this carrier must have been referring to the period from 5/15/63 through late
July. Is it reasonable to think that this carrier would fail to inform Postal Inspectors that a forwarding
order was on file for Oswald to P.O. Box 30061? Also, the Russian magazine on hand at Station B after
the assassination could have just fallen through the cracks - the Post Office was far from infallible with
observing forwarding orders - but if Marina’s New Orleans forwarding order had listed “entire family or
firm”, the magazine should have been forwarded onward to P.O. Box 30061.
Even Oswald’s own behavior supports the conclusion that his mail was never forwarded from 4907
Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061. According to a 12/17/64 report from Harry Holmes concerning an
interview with Oswald at the Dallas Police Station shortly before he was killed, Oswald said the
following:
When asked if he had a post office box in New Orleans, he stated that he did, for the reason
that he subscribed to several publications, at least two of which were published in Russia, one
being the hometown paper published in Minsk where he met and married his wife, and that he
moved around so much that it was more practical to simply rent post office boxes and have his
mail forwarded from one box to the next rather than going through the process of furnishing
changes of address to the publishers.xlvii
Holmes repeated the same claim in his Warren Commission testimony. The problem with this is that
Oswald did exactly what Holmes claimed he was trying to avoid: file separate change of address orders
with publishers, using POD Form 3573 - “change of address notice to correspondents”. On 6/12/63,
Oswald mailed change of address orders to the FPCC, “The Worker”, and “The Militant” from 4907
Magazine Street to P.O. Box 30061.xlviii,xlix,l If Oswald’s mailing address had actually been changed to
P.O. Box 30061 at the New Orleans Post Office, none of these publisher forwarding orders would have
been necessary. It is noteworthy however that Oswald’s mailing address on file with all these publishers
had also been previously changed to 4907 Magazine St., which was on file with the Post Office. Why
would Oswald go through the trouble of changing his address to 4907 Magazine St. separately with
multiple different publishers if his mail was being forwarded there anyway?
On May 14th, 1963, Oswald mailed a Form 3573 to the FPCC changing his address from P.O. Box
2915 to 4907 Magazine St., the same day the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order arrived in Dallas.li
More importantly, May 14th is the same day Oswald mailed the 5/15/63 forwarding order to Irving,
which suggests that when Oswald found out Marina had routed his mail to 2515 West Fifth St. he went
to the New Orleans Post Office to (1) fix the forwarding of his regular mail; and (2) bypass Ruth Paine’s
house with the FPCC. There is no evidence in the record to show how Oswald might have changed his
address with “The Worker” to 4907 Magazine St., but his address with “The Militant” was changed on
5/28/63 when he renewed his subscription. Oswald’s original four month trial subscription to “The
Militant” had expired in April, so he didn’t have to worry about the magazine being routed through Ruth
Paine’s house to get to New Orleans.lii Oswald also changed both his and Marina’s address separately
with the Soviet Embassy, with a change of address form effective 5/15/63 from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907
Magazine St, also likely mailed on May 14th.liii Thus, though hardly conclusive, the evidence suggests
that Oswald’s publisher change of address orders to 4907 Magazine St. may have been intended to
prevent the possibility of his subversive mail being misdelivered to the Paine home while neither he nor
Marina was there to receive it. Oswald apparently had the right idea, since as we have seen, Irving
carrier J.G. Davis allegedly failed to observe the 5/15/63 forwarding order when he took over the
delivery route in late July.

The publisher change of address orders to P.O. Box 30061 suggest that Oswald wanted to receive
some mail at his apartment, and some mail at his post office box. The key here is that Oswald only filed
separate change of address orders with subversive organizations. Actually, the evidence indicates that
Oswald only filed form 3573’s with the FPCC, “The Worker”, and “The Militant”. All his other mail
remained routed normally from P.O. Box 2915 to 2515 West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine St. Thus,
Oswald’s publisher change of address orders seem to have been intended to draw attention to himself
and specifically to P.O. Box 30061. Was P.O. Box 30061 a part of Oswald’s biography build, designed
to bolster his communist/subversive bona fides while the mail he actually wanted to read remained sent
to his apartment? It certainly appears that way, especially since the box was opened for the sole
purpose of supporting Oswald’s phony chapter of the New Orleans FPCC.
However, like much of the evidence regarding Oswald, there is no simple explanation for his seemingly
paradoxical behavior. When Oswald passed out FPCC leaflets in the Summer of 1963, some of the
flyers he handed out were stamped with his real name and the 4907 Magazine St. address. We could
spend dozens of pages analyzing Oswald’s FPCC leafleting activities, since he allegedly stamped three
different addresses on his flyers in the Summer of 1963, including the false post office box number
30016, but for our purposes the use of 4907 Magazine St. is the most interesting.liv Oswald’s use of
4907 Magazine St. - though contradictory to the idea that he intended to only draw extra attention to
P.O. Box 30061 - provides more circumstantial evidence that Marina’s forwarding order from 4907
Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061 did not list “entire family or firm”; since why would Oswald ask
potential FPCC applicants to send mail to his apartment if the mail would just be forwarded to his post
office box? Another interesting detail is that after Oswald opened P.O. Box 6225 in Dallas on 11/1/63,
he sent a form 3573 to the FPCC changing his address from 4907 Magazine St. and P.O. Box 30061 to
P.O. Box 6225.lv
We will conclude our discussion of the evidence for Oswald’s regular mail not being forwarded to P.O.
Box 30061 with a brief example. After the assassination, the Dallas Police found an envelope
addressed 4907 Magazine St. at Oswald’s rooming house in Dallas:
Envelope postmarked 12 M 8/2/63, addressed to Mr. Lee Oswald, 4907 Magazine St, New
Orleans, La, return address Paul Piazza, Jesuit House of Studies, Spring Hill Station, Mobile,
Ala.lvi
As we can see, the envelope was postmarked 8/2/63, but unlike Marina’s letter from the Soviet Union,
there is nothing to suggest that it was ever readdressed to P.O. Box 30061. Basically, this letter from
the Jesuit House of Studies is additional evidence that the New Orleans forwarding order from 4907
Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061 was only in Marina’s name.
We must point out that it is possible Marina did indicate “entire family or firm” on the forwarding order
from 4907 Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061. It is also possible that J.G Davis was lying or had a faulty
memory. We simply do not have enough evidence to draw a definitive conclusion. All we know is that
the preponderance of evidence suggests that Oswald’s regular mail was never forwarded to P.O. Box
30061, and that two forwarding orders to the box for Marina, one on file in Dallas and one in New
Orleans, were never entered into evidence. As we will see, the actions of the Warren Commission
suggest that our analysis is likely correct, and that Oswald’s regular mail remained routed to 4907
Magazine St. until J.G. Davis took over the Irving delivery route in late July 1963.

On 9/24/63, Oswald filed a forwarding order from P.O. Box 30061 to 2515 West Fifth St., coinciding
with Marina’s return to Irving with Paine to have her second baby and Oswald’s mysterious
disappearance and alleged trip to Mexico Citylvii :

This forwarding order has the box checked for “entire family or firm”, which would indicate that any mail
in P.O. Box 30061 addressed to Marina Oswald, but not A.J. Hidell, would also end up at Ruth Paine’s
house. The form is also endorsed by the same postal clerk with initials R.T. that opened P.O. Box
30061, even though the initials do not appear on the correct line. What’s interesting about this
forwarding order is that here we have Oswald forwarding his mail from P.O. Box 30061 to 2515 West
Fifth St., but as we have seen, the evidence suggests that Oswald never forwarded his regular mail to
P.O. Box 30061 in the first place. Thus, the 9/24/63 forwarding order would have only forwarded mail to
2515 West Fifth St. that Oswald had arranged separately to be sent to P.O. Box 30061, such as “The
Worker'' and “The Militant”. However, as we have seen, Oswald’s regular mail had supposedly been
delivered to 2515 West Fifth St. since late July, when Irving postal carrier J.G. Davis effectively
canceled the 5/15/63 forwarding order to 4907 Magazine St. by never knowing it existed. Essentially,
the evidence suggests that the only way Oswald’s regular mail ended up at Ruth Paine’s house was
through a stroke of blind luck. The Warren Commission was clearly aware of this issue, as reflected in
the following passage from Ruth Paine’s testimony to Commission Counsel Albert Jenner on 3/20/63:
Mr. Jenner: The papers different from the Worker and the Militant, when did they begin to arrive
at your home?
Mrs. Paine: Well, they began to arrive, I would say, sometime after October 4th. That is, of
course, my judgment. That is a rationalization.
Mr. Jenner: These magazines and newspapers you have recounted first appeared at your
home after Lee Oswald came to Dallas and became employed or came to Dallas to live at your
home and seek employment?
Mrs. Paine: He came to Dallas, he lived in Dallas, but he used my house.
Mr. Jenner: He came to your house?

Mrs. Paine: As a residence, mailing address. Never asked to and I never complained but I
noticed, of course, that he was using it as a mailing address.
Mr. Jenner: Up to that time and even though Marina was living with you nothing of that nature
came to your home?
Mrs. Paine: What?
Mr. Jenner: Prior to the time that Lee arrived at your home on or about or on the 4th of
October 1963, none of these newspapers or periodicals had come to your home, is that correct?
Mrs. Paine: That is correctlviii
Paine seems to have taken a bit too long to give a straight answer, and only confirmed what she initially
claimed to be her “judgment” and a “rationalization” about when the mail began to arrive when Jenner
instead asked when the mail “had come to [her] home”. As we have seen, Paine very well could have
been technically telling the truth here, since according to J.G. Davis, someone regularly emptied the
letterbox containing both her and Oswald’s mail the entire time she was on vacation. It’s certainly
possible that whoever emptied the letterbox didn’t actually deliver Oswald’s mail until October, and it’s
possible they never delivered it at all. Either way, Paine was on vacation for two months until late
September, so she had no way of knowing if Oswald’s mail began arriving at her home in late July
unless she was told about it by the alleged “letterbox opener”. Thus, Paine’s testimony that Oswald’s
mail “began arriving” in October was exactly what she said it was: nothing more than a “judgment” or
“rationalization”.
It is important to reiterate that even the official story says that Oswald never forwarded his regular mail
to P.O. Box 30061, so the Warren Commission had to come up with an explanation for how the mail
ended up at Ruth Paine’s house in October 1963. Using the information provided by J.G. Davis was out
of the question, since acknowledging that the 5/15/63 forwarding order was not observed would also
require acknowledging it existed, which would have completely unraveled the official story of Oswald’s
mail. Fortunately for the Commission, Harry Holmes came to the rescue. In July ‘64, a forwarding
cancellation surfaced that was not previously entered into evidence. Holmes Exhibit 3-A, POD form
3546 dated 10/11/63, reflects a cancellation of mail forwarding from P.O. Box 2915 to P.O. Box 30061,
routing the mail to 2515 West Fifth St. instead.lix The form is in the name of Lee H. Oswald, but it is not
in Oswald’s handwriting, and was mailed from New Orleans on a date Oswald was known to be in
Dallas. Holmes was called in to the Commission on 7/23/64 to testify about the origins of this
forwarding cancellation:
Mr. Liebeler: Let me suggest this. There is not the slightest evidence that Oswald ever filled
that form out or ever saw it?
Mr. Holmes: No; that is right.
Mr. Liebeler: Because it is perfectly obvious this isn’t his handwriting.
Mr. Holmes: That is my opinion, too.
Mr. Liebeler: So apparently somebody in the New Orleans Post Office filled this form out?

Mr. Holmes: They could have done it over a telephone instruction, long-distance telephone call.
Mr. Liebeler: Well, they could have done that from the records they had in their possession,
because he had already filled out a Post Office Department 3575 instructing to forward mail
from Post Office Box 30061 to 2515 West Fifth Street in Irving, which they had received, of
course, on September 24?
Mr. Holmes: Yes
Mr. Liebeler: Well, in any event, we will add this to the pile.lx
Through a flagrant leading question by Wesley Liebeler, it was “decided” that Holmes Exhibit 3-A was
filled out by a postal clerk to expedite Oswald’s mail forwarding from P.O. Box 30061 to 2515 West Fifth
St. on 9/24/63, routing mail from P.O. Box 2915 directly to Irving instead of through New Orleans. The
problem with this of course is the evidence indicates that Oswald never forwarded his regular mail from
P.O. Box 2915 to P.O. Box 30061, not even through an intermediate address. Marina however did
forward her mail between the two boxes via the Dallas forwarding order to P.O. Box 30061, and
according to the Dallas teletype, subsequently had the forwarding canceled on October 11, 1963:
On Oct. 11 Last, cancellation received at PO from Irving, Tex., from Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, 2515
West Fifth St., Irving, to cancel forwarding order to New Orleans, Box 30061.lxi
Holmes Exhibit 3-A however is in the name of Lee H. Oswald, so what’s going on here? If we take a
closer look at the exhibit, there appears to be writing from two different pens. “Lee H.” and “5-14-63”
appear noticeably darker than the other writing on the form:

Based on this handwriting discrepancy and the clear evidence suggesting that this forwarding
cancellation was actually for Marina, it appears that Holmes Exhibit 3-A may have been altered to give
the Warren Commission an excuse for how Oswald’s regular mail ended up at 2515 West Fifth St. in
October 1963. The “5-14-63” notation is another clue, since as we have seen, Oswald’s unendorsed

5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St. was never processed by the Post
Office because the box was closed by Marina on May 10th. What’s most absurd about this forwarding
cancellation however is that it is canceling a change of address order to P.O. Box 30061 that does not
exist in evidence. Incredibly, the Commission accepted the form at face value and took no investigative
action whatsoever to determine its origin and chain of custody, which given its belated appearance in
July ‘64 is simply inexcusable.
Neither the Warren Commission nor any subsequent federal investigation of the JFK case made any
effort to determine who actually filled out Holmes Exhibit 3-A, but Jim Garrison knew better. As we have
seen, every New Orleans Post Office form pertaining to Oswald is marked with the initials R.T., who the
FBI determined to be substitute postal clerk Richmond Tankersley. Tankersley was never interviewed
by the FBI or Warren Commission, despite an FBI report that suggests Tankersley may have filled in
the names A.J. Hidell and Marina Oswald on the application for P.O. Box 30061.lxii Tankersley was
interviewed by Assistant District Attorney James Alcock and New Orleans police officer Fenner
Sedgebeer on 9/20/67. Tankersley confirmed that he had filled out the form, giving the reason that “the
New Orleans Post Office was still receiving mail addressed to his Dallas post office box number 2915”.
As we have seen however, the evidence indicates that the only mail addressed to P.O. Box 2915 that
would have ended up in P.O. Box 30061 was for Marina.
Alcock had Tankersley fill out a blank form 3546 for handwriting comparison, which should have been
able to determine if Holmes Exhibit 3-A had been altered, but this author has not been able to locate
the comparison form or the results of Garrison’s handwriting analysis. However, Garrison’s handwritten
note on Alcock’s memo says the following:
Tankersley’s handwriting appears to me to be quite different - in the general character - from
that of Holmes Exhibit 3-A.lxiii [Underline in original]
If Garrison was correct, it is possible that Holmes Exhibit 3-A was not altered and was instead filled out
from scratch in Dallas based on the original cancellation form in Marina’s name. Either way, the Dallas
teletype only mentions a forwarding cancellation in the name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” dated 10/11/63,
and there is nothing in the evidentiary record to suggest that Lee Harvey Oswald ever forwarded his
mail to P.O. Box 30061, or ever had a forwarding order cancelled.
The 10/11/63 forwarding cancellation is not the only post office form initially attributed to “Mrs. Lee H.
Oswald” that dropped the “Mrs.” upon entering the evidentiary record. As we have seen, the earliest
FBI reports indicate that P.O. Box 2915 was rented in the name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” who the FBI
supposedly believed to be Oswald’s mother. We will conclude this essay by evaluating the credibility of
these reports and examining evidence pointing to a possible motive for the cover-up we have discussed
thus far. To recapitulate, we have seen that four critical change of address orders on file in three
different Post Offices disappeared in federal custody:
(1) Marina; 5/10/63; P.O. Box 2915 to 2515 West Fifth St.; Dallas
(2) Oswald; 5/15/63; 2515 West Fifth St. to 4907 Magazine St.; Irving
(3) Marina; unknown date; 4907 Magazine St. to P.O. Box 30061; New Orleans

(4) Marina; unknown date; 2515 West Fifth St. to P.O. Box 30061; Dallas
We have also demonstrated that instead of conducting an honest investigation into the Oswalds ’
mailing addresses, the Warren Commission incorporated an altered (or fabricated) forwarding
cancellation and a change of address order that was never processed by the Post Office into the official
story. Oswald’s unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907 Magazine St. was
used in place of items (1) and (2) as an explanation for how the Oswalds ’mail ended up in New
Orleans, and Marina’s 10/11/63 forwarding cancellation was altered to replace items (3) and (4) and to
discredit evidence from the Postal Inspection Service indicating that Oswald’s regular mail ended up at
2515 West Fifth St. in October ‘63 through an error by an Irving mail carrier instead of Oswald’s 9/24/63
forwarding order from P.O. Box 30061. Though the details are complicated and open to interpretation,
every piece of missing evidence, and every decision made by the Warren Commission reflects an
impetus to conceal Marina’s role in the forwarding of the Oswalds ’mail - specifically the closing of P.O.
Box 2915 on 5/10/63. We will now attempt to answer the question of why this was done.

Part III: Marina Oswald, The Mail Order Rifle, and P.O. Box 2915
It is important to point out that the only requirement for a change of address order to officially close a
post office box using the option for “entire family or firm” is that the person filing the forwarding order
must be either the primary renter or listed as entitled to receive mail on the box application. Thus, the
5/10/63 forwarding order only proves that Marina was at least listed as entitled to receive mail on the
application for P.O. Box 2915. If we assume that the box was in Oswald’s name - as indicated by the
box application in evidence - and Marina was simply listed as entitled to receive mail, why would the
FBI and Warren Commission put so much effort into hiding the fact that Marina closed the box?
The Warren Commission allowed Marina to portray Oswald as a controlling, abusive husband who
micromanaged almost every aspect of her life. Any evidence that Marina had picked up her own mail,
closed P.O. Box 2915, and filed her own change of address orders with the Post Office would have
destroyed the helpless wife narrative and opened up a line of questioning with the potential to implicate
her as a witting or unwitting collaborator in the rifle mail order. Any honest inquisitor would have asked
Marina (1) if she always had her post office box key in her possession; (2) if anyone could have taken
the key without her knowing it; (3) if anyone else knew about the box; (4) if she ever received any
packages; and most importantly would have interrogated every employee in the Dallas Post Office to
see if they remembered her. Instead, the Commission asked Marina exactly zero questions regarding
P.O. Box 2915, and simply accepted her word that a rifle miraculously appeared at her and Lee’s
apartment one day.
Similarly, the Warren Commission accepted the word of Harry Holmes unequivocally even when proof
of perjury could be found by simply opening the Post Office Department manual. However, the
Commission made an exception when Holmes claimed that according to Oswald, Marina had
occasionally picked up mail for him in P.O. Box 2915:
He stated that no one received mail in this box other than himself, nor did he receive any mail
under any other name than his own true name; that no one had access to the box other than
himself nor did he permit anyone else to use this box. He stated it was possible that on rare

occasions he may have handed one of the keys to his wife to go get his mail but certainly
nobody else.lxiv [Emphasis added]
Holmes originally made this statement in his 12/17/63 report on Oswald’s final interview and testified to
the same later. The evidence indicates that either Holmes or Oswald was lying, since Marina controlled
P.O. Box 2915 while Oswald was in New Orleans, closed the box herself, and was at a minimum listed
as entitled to receive mail on the box application; but the key detail here is that according to Holmes,
Oswald said he gave Marina a mailbox key on occasion to pick up his mail. Considering that the rifle
was allegedly ordered to P.O. Box 2915, one would think that the Warren Commission would have
asked Marina the obvious question of whether or not she ever picked up any packages in the box for
Oswald. They didn’t ask, and what’s especially crazy about this is that the Commission had no
evidence that the rifle had ever been picked up from the Post Office. The Postal Inspection Service
could not find a single postal worker who remembered turning over a large package to Oswald - the box
in which the rifle was shipped was five feet long - despite alleged “exhaustive inquiries”, so if Marina
had received the package on Oswald’s behalf it would have closed a major gap in the rifle chain of
possession.lxv However, despite Holmes ’report, the Commission failed to question Marina about the
possibility of her even unwittingly picking up the rifle package from the Post Office. There is no excuse
for the Commission’s failure to ask such an obvious, harmless, and potentially probative question.
Marina initially told the Dallas Police and FBI that Oswald had only owned a rifle in Russia, and only
admitted to seeing a rifle in Oswald’s possession in 1963 after being threatened with federal charges
and deportation, so the Commission had to get her to say that she had initially liedlxvi:
Mrs. Oswald: Yes. I said before I had never seen it before. But I think you understand. I want to
help you, and that is why there is no reason for concealing anything. I will not be charged with
anything. [Emphasis added]
Mr. Gopadze: She says she was not sworn in before. But now inasmuch as she is sworn in,
she is going to tell the truth.lxvii
The significance of this is that Marina was the only witness who could testify to Oswald’s ownership of a
rifle throughout 1963; so, the Commission was forced to incorporate her testimony on the rifle into the
official story:
Mr. Rankin: Do you recall the first time that you observed the rifle?
Mrs. Oswald: That was on Neely Street. I think that was in February.
Mr. Rankin: How did you learn about it? Did you see it some place in the apartment?
Mrs. Oswald: Yes, Lee had a small room where he spent a great deal of time, where he read--where he kept his things, and that is where the rifle was.
Mr. Rankin: Was it out in the room at that time, as distinguished from in a closet in the room?

Mrs. Oswald: Yes, it was open, out in the open. At first, I think---I saw some package up on the
top shelf, and I think that that was the rifle. But I didn't know. And apparently later he assembled
it and had it in the room.lxviii
The problems with this testimony are numerous - the rifle was allegedly shipped in late March instead
of February, the rifle came fully assembled, and there is evidence suggesting that Oswald may have
never even lived on Neely St. - but for our purposes the most interesting detail is the leading question
from Rankin about how Marina first learned about the rifle. Instead of allowing Marina to answer,
Rankin immediately asked “did you see it some place in the apartment”. This appears to have been
some clever lawyering from Rankin, giving Marina a chance to answer the second question while
avoiding the first, which is exactly what she did. One would think that the Commission’s lead counsel
would have pressed a little harder on the issue of how Oswald had acquired the rifle, especially in the
absence of any evidence that it had been picked up from the Post Office, but Marina was never given a
chance to even deny that she knew where the rifle came from. Rankin’s avoidance of this issue is
incomprehensible and once again reflects the Commission’s aversion to questioning Marina about P.O.
Box 2915 at the expense of obtaining potentially probative information.
We must reiterate that Marina was not asked a single question about P.O. Box 2915. Incredibly, the
Commission never even asked her how Oswald had received his mail in Dallas. Marina did volunteer
some information referencing the use of a post office box, but when the Commission had the
opportunity to press for elaboration, they quickly changed the subject. In contrast, the Commission had
no problem asking Marina about how the Oswalds ’had received mail in New Orleans:
Mr. Rankin: Did you get your mail in New Orleans at your apartment or at a post office box?
Mrs. Oswald: No, we had a post office box, and that is where we received our mail.lxix
This question from Rankin is interesting in the context of the evidence we have seen indicating that
Oswald never forwarded his mail to P.O. Box 30061, and the forwarding cancellation that miraculously
appeared over four months after Marina’s initial testimony to “solve” the problem, but the fact that a
similar question was not asked by Rankin about Dallas is inexcusable. What makes this even worse is
that the Commission had pre-assassination FBI reports written by Special Agent James Hosty - who
testified to the same later - indicating that the Oswalds ’had changed their mailing address to 214 Neely
St. with the Dallas Post Office in March ‘63 and left no forwarding address upon moving to New Orleans
in May, neither of which was supported by any evidence.lxx,lxxi
Another interesting aspect of Marina’s testimony is that Rankin never showed her the rifle mail order
documents, and presented her the pistol order form instead while misrepresenting it as the form used
by Oswald to order the rifle:
Mr. Thorne: Exhibit No. 136 purports to be a clipping from a newspaper. It is a clipping of an
advertisement, a mail coupon.
Mrs. Oswald: I don't know what that is.
Mr. Rankin: Do you recognize the handwriting on it?

Mrs. Oswald: Lee's handwriting.
Mr. Rankin: I offer in evidence Exhibit 135.
The Chairman: It will be admitted.
(The document referred to was marked Commission Exhibit No. 135 and received in evidence.)
Mr. Rankin: I call the Commission's attention to the fact that this is the coupon under which it
appears the rifle was ordered, showing an enclosed $10 notation--"Check for $29.95, A. G.
Hidell, age 28, post office box 2915, Dallas, Texas" and it is marked, "One quantity. Point 38
ST. W. 2-inch barrel, 29.95." and underlined is 29.95, and an arrow at that point.lxxii
It is difficult to dismiss this mix-up as an innocent mistake by Rankin, considering what we have seen
thus far about how the Commission avoided obvious questions to Marina about P.O. Box 2915 and the
rifle order. Rankin’s “mix-up” is just another example of the Commission’s failure to give Marina a
chance to even deny that she knew anything about how Oswald had acquired the rifle. Would the
Commission really neglect such important questions unless they had a reason to believe she knew
more than she was letting on?
The foregoing suggests that one potential explanation for the mail cover-up is that the Warren
Commission needed to preserve Marina’s already dubious credibility and distance her from the mail
order rifle in order to use her as a witness against Oswald. If the Commission admitted evidence or
even insinuated that Marina had regular access to P.O. Box 2915, they could have created reasonable
doubt that Oswald had picked up the rifle from the Post Office - and/or suggested that Marina knew
something about the rifle order, which through Rankin’s “mix-up” with the order forms she was never
even given the opportunity to deny. The key to making any sense of this theory - and a tenuous theory
is all it is - is that Marina’s testimony is literally the only evidence indicating that Oswald had owned a
rifle in America. George and Jean deMorenschildt testified that they had seen a rifle at Oswald’s
apartment once, but the Commission had to rely on Marina to “prove” that Oswald had the rifle in his
possession throughout 1963.lxxiii,lxxiv If the 5/10/63 forwarding order had been entered into evidence for
example, the Commission would have been forced to question Marina about both her and Oswald’s use
of P.O. Box 2915, how and when they picked up their mail, whether or not she knew about Oswald’s
receipt of any packages, if the Dallas Post Office checked ID, and other questions one would expect in
any honest investigation where two alleged murder weapons were ordered under aliases to a shared
post office box. As we have seen, these are all issues the Commission clearly wanted to avoid, and it is
possible that the motivation for the Commission’s investigative failings was that it was much easier and
less confusing to suggest that P.O. Box 2915 was used by Oswald alone.
However, does it really make sense that such an elaborate cover-up consisting of suppressed,
fabricated, and misrepresented evidence was conducted for the sole purpose of keeping Marina away
from her husband’s Dallas post office box? Is it reasonable to think that the Warren Commission
wouldn’t want to give Marina the opportunity to even deny that she knew anything about the rifle order
when she freely claimed ignorance on so many other key issues? Can we really excuse the fact that
Marina wasn’t even asked if it was possible that she had picked up a large package for Oswald, or if
Oswald could have picked up the rifle from the Post Office without her knowledge? These are not
simple questions to answer, but the puzzle pieces suddenly start to fit together if we make one
extraordinary assumption: P.O. Box 2915 was rented in Marina’s name.

Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence, so if we are going to argue that the P.O. Box 2915
application in evidence is a forgery, we must present compelling evidence to impeach its authenticity
and explain how it could have been altered or fabricated. We have already seen a considerable amount
of such evidence, so before we continue it will be helpful to recapitulate a bit. First off, we have a
precedent in the 10/11/63 forwarding cancellation that appears to have been altered or fabricated to
solve a problem for the Warren Commission. In addition, we have seen three high-level FBI reports
from 11/23/63 indicating that P.O. Box 2915 was not rented by Lee Oswald:
Rosen memo to Belmont: It is significant to point out that up until 5-10-63 Box 2915, Dallas,
Texas, located in the main post office was being used by Mrs. Lee H. Oswald, believed to be
suspect’s mother.lxxv
Belmont memo to Tolson: Shanklin said Agents have checked with the post office, and that
this is a post office box in the name of Oswald’s mother and traceable to Oswald.lxxvi
FBI report to Rowley: This Post Office Box at that time was rented by Mrs. Lee H. Oswald,
believed to be the mother of suspect.lxxvii
Other than the Dallas teletype, these FBI reports are the earliest references to P.O. 2915 on record,
and not a single one of them states that the box was ever even used by Oswald. One possibility we
must consider however is that since Rosen’s memo to Belmont mentions the 5/10/63 forwarding order
directly, it is possible that the FBI was told that the box was closed by “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” which led
to confusion that the box was actually in her name, whereas to close the box Marina only had to be
listed as entitled to receive mail on the box application. However, Belmont’s memo to Tolson makes
this scenario hard to believe, since one would assume that Dallas FBI agents would have verified the
name on the box application when they “checked with the post office”. There is also one other FBI
reference to P.O. Box 2915 and “Oswald’s mother” from 11/23/63 that we have not yet seen, and it
comes from J. Edgar Hoover himself. In a memorandum from Hoover to the FBI Assistant Directors
regarding a conversation Hoover had with Lyndon Johnson’s aide Walter Jenkins, Hoover made the
following statement:
I also advised Mr. Jenkins that we are getting in touch with District Attorney Wade in Dallas and
offering any assistance and all cooperation which we understand he will give us. I said there can
be no doubt at all from a technical point of view that Oswald bought the gun from a mail order
house in Chicago; handwriting identified; came to a post office box in Dallas maintained by his
mother; had the gun at his house;lxxviii [Emphasis added]
This memo is important because it demonstrates that (1) Hoover himself was aware of the information
regarding P.O. Box 2915; the FBI report to Rowley did not just bear his signature; and (2) the
information regarding the box being rented by “Oswald’s mother” was still being reported by Hoover
after the handwriting identification on the rifle mail order documents from Klein’s Sporting Goods, which
wasn’t completed until around 4:00 p.m. CST on November 23rd. The reason this is so interesting is
that the evidence suggests that Alan Belmont, Hoover’s subordinate and the number three man in the
FBI, initiated a cover-up of the “Oswald’s mother” situation several hours earlier, without informing
Hoover.

Belmont’s initial memo to Clyde Tolson concerned a phone call with Gordon Shankin from 8:15 a.m.
CST, during which Shankin told him that agents had verified the box was in the name of Oswald’s
mother. At 10:50 a.m., Belmont called Shanklin back and wrote another memo to Tolson discussing the
phone call:
Relative to the Post Office Box in Dallas to which the rifle was shipped from Chicago, I told
Shanklin to be sure that the application from the box and any other correspondence dealing with
the box was secured from the Post Office Department and sent in here for handwriting
examination to further tie it in to Oswald.lxxix [Emphasis added]
The problem with this is that the box had only been tied to Oswald at this point through Mrs. Lee H.
Oswald/Oswald’s mother, but just a couple hours later here we have Belmont ordering Shanklin to
obtain the box application and any correspondence dealing with the box to “further tie it in to Oswald”
through handwriting comparison. Also, keep in mind that the single most important piece of
“correspondence dealing with the box” was the 5/10/63 forwarding order from “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” that
closed the box, and Belmont knew about it since it had been referenced directly in the memo he
received from Alex Rosen three hours earlier.
Any doubt that the fix was in by this point should be relieved by examining Shanklin’s response to
Belmont’s order. Shanklin certainly complied, as reflected in the following urgent letter he (or a
subordinate) attached as an inventory sheet to the Dallas Post Office documents that were supposedly
sent to the FBI Lab on 11/23/63:
Enclosures to Laboratory as follows:
1. Application for Post Office box dated 11/1/63 pertaining to the rental of
P.O. Box 6225, executed at the Terminal Annex Post Office Station, Dallas, Texas, and
signed Lee H. Oswald. All handwriting appearing on the face of this exhibit with the
exception of 6225 designating the Post Office box number and the initials and the date
11/22/63 appearing across the end of this exhibit are believed to be in the handwriting of
OSWALD.
2. Additional copy of exhibit No. 1
3. Application for Post Office box dated 10/9/62 pertaining to the rental of Post Office
Box 2915 and signed Lee H. Oswald.
4. Change of address order mailed to the Postmaster, Dallas, Texas, postmarked New
Orleans, Louisiana, May 9, 1963, reflecting the change of address from 4907 Magazine
St., New Orleans, Louisiana, to Post Office Box 2915, Dallas, Texas, and signed Lee H.
Oswald.lxxx [Emphasis added]
Conspicuously missing from this inventory is the 5/10/63 forwarding order, and as we can see the only
forwarding order included is the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order from P.O. Box 2915 to 4907
Magazine St. Also missing is the 10/11/63 forwarding cancellation, which disappeared until July ‘64 and
transformed from being in the name Mrs. Lee H. Oswald to Lee H. Oswald. As we have seen, the
10/11/63 form in evidence reflects a cancellation of mail forwarding from P.O. Box 2915 to P.O. Box

30061, which one would think qualifies for “correspondence dealing with the box”. Would a form that
Harry Holmes found on the night of the assassination concerning P.O. Box 2915 really have
disappeared for nine months had it originally been in Oswald’s name? Another interesting aspect of this
inventory letter is how Shanklin describes the box applications. Shanklin had no problem stating that
the handwriting on the P.O. Box 6225 application was believed to be Oswald’s; but he made no
comment on the handwriting appearing on the application for P.O. Box 2915. Also, Shanklin mentions
that initials and the date 11/22/63 appear on the application for P.O. Box 6225 that are not in Oswald’s
handwriting; but once again he mentions no such thing about P.O. Box 2915 - the significance of which
will become apparent shortly.
Another key point is that the Dallas Post Office documents were submitted to the FBI Lab via urgent
letter - in other words regular mail - whereas every other document discovered before Oswald’s death
concerning either the rifle order or his mailing addresses was either hand carried or submitted to the
FBI Lab via air telegram. The significance of this is that after Shanklin’s letter, the Dallas documents
vanished until they finally arrived at the FBI Lab on 11/25/63, creating a forty-eight-hour gap in their
chain of custody while they were supposedly in the mail.lxxxi A comparison with New Orleans will be
helpful to fully appreciate this point, and to help us spot a few reporting deficiencies in Shanklin’s
inventory letter. The New Orleans Post Office forms were also turned over to the FBI on 11/23/63, and
the accompanying airtel inventory sheet says the following:
(1) Original U.S. Post Office Form POD 3573, “Change of Address Order”, in the name of Lee H.
Oswald, dated 9/24/63
(2) Original U.S. Post Office Form POD 1093 (2 parts), in the name of L.H. Oswald, dated 6/3/63
Enclosed for Dallas is one Xerox copy of each of the above forms.lxxxii
Note that the New Orleans descriptions explicitly say that the forms were “in the name of” while the
Dallas descriptions simply say “signed” - and that the New Orleans descriptions say that the forms
turned over were originals, while the Dallas descriptions do not mention whether the forms were
originals or copies.
Also, the New Orleans forms allegedly arrived in the Lab on 11/25/63 - just like the forms from Dallas but there is no comparable gap in their chain of custody.lxxxiii A New Orleans summary teletype from
12:26 p.m. CST on 11/24/63 describes the forms and says they were handed over to the FBI on the
23rd by New Orleans Postal Inspectors, and the end of the teletype contains the following statement:
All items of possible evidentiary value mentioned above being forwarded to FBI Laboratory in
one package which will be in custody of Captain on Delta Flight 876, leaving New Orleans 8:40
a.m., November 24, 63, and arriving Friendship Airport 11:42 a.m., November 24, 63.lxxxiv
It is at least reasonable to think that the FBI had their hands full after Oswald’s death and that the New
Orleans forms didn’t make it to the Lab until the following day. Either way, the point here is that the
chain of custody of the forms from New Orleans to Washington is fully documented. The Dallas forms
on the other hand were supposedly sent through regular mail, and the relevant summary teletype on
the Dallas investigation, sent at 10:52 p.m. CST on 11/23/63, is a quite bit less detailed than the
teletype from New Orleans:

Through postal authorities, Dallas, it was established Post Office Box 2915 at Dallas had been
rented on 10/9/62 by application signed Lee H. Oswald. This box relinquished by Oswald May
14 last with change of address to New Orleans, LA.
Documents pertaining to rental of Post Office Box and changes of address obtained and
forwarded FBI Laboratory for comparison with microfilm from Chicago.lxxxv
We can maybe give whoever authored this teletype the benefit of the doubt, since it appears that the
information was pulled directly from Shanklin’s inventory letter, but either way the lack of specificity is
astounding. This teletype makes no mention of from whom the forms were obtained, how they were
transmitted to the FBI Lab, and when they were sent, while the New Orleans teletype fully describes
every link in the forms ’chain of custody from New Orleans to Washington. Are these discrepancies
reflective of tighter reporting standards in New Orleans compared to Dallas, or were they intentionally
designed to obscure the true chain of custody of the original forms “obtained” from the Dallas Post
Office?
The significance of the forty-eight-hour chain of custody gap will become apparent once we examine
the alleged transaction of the Dallas forms between Harry Holmes and Special Agent Alfred Ellington of
the FBI on 11/23/63. As we have seen, Ellington’s report - not dictated until 11/25/63 and not typed until
11/27/63 - doesn’t say anything about Holmes turning over documents, and instead says that Holmes is
the proper person to subpoena to obtain the records.lxxxvi We have also seen - in an identical situation to
the comparison we have just made between Dallas and New Orleans - that the equivalent FBI report
from New Orleans explicitly states that the original Post Office forms were turned over to the FBI on
11/23/63 by a New Orleans Postal Inspector to be sent to the FBI Lab for handwriting comparison.lxxxvii
In addition, Holmes testified that he had the original box applications in his possession when he was
present for Oswald’s final interview on 11/24/63, in direct contradiction to the FBI:
Mr. Holmes: …He seemed to have a good memory, because in questioning him about the
boxes, which I had the original applications in front of me, he was pretty accurate. He knew the
box numbers and he answered these questions readily and answered them truthfully, as verified
by the box rental applications that I had in front of me.lxxxviii [Emphasis added]
To make matters worse, Holmes ’testimony about turning the box applications over to the FBI is
questionable at best. This is what Holmes had to say about the application for P.O. Box 6225:
Mr. Belin: I notice over her in - a notation on the side 11-22-63, with some initials on it. Do you
know what that is?
Mr. Holmes: Those are my initials, and they indicate that I took the original box application form
from the post office records on that date.
Mr. Belin: What did you do with it?
Mr. Holmes: I turned it over to an FBI agent at a later date. I don’t know when.lxxxix [Emphasis
added]

As we have seen, Holmes claimed in 1965 that he was given dated receipts from Ellington indicating
that he had turned over the original box applications on 11/23/63.xc Holmes made a brief mention of
receipts in his 7/23/64 testimony to Wesley Leibeler, but he did not mention any dates.xci In addition, as
transcribed above, Holmes told David Belin on 4/2/64 that the original application for P.O. Box 6225
was turned over to the FBI “at a later date” that he didn’t remember. Is it reasonable to think that
Holmes wouldn’t remember turning over the P.O. Box 6225 application to Ellington less than twentyfour hours after he found it, especially if he was given a dated receipt? Holmes ’testimony regarding the
application for P.O. 2915 is even worse:
Mr. Belin: When did you learn about this, if you remember?
Mr. Holmes: I don’t know that I can tell. Some clerk was passing information to me and also it
could have been that McGee, this inspector said it was sent to box 2915 in Dallas. I couldn’t tell
you when I first realized he had that box.xcii
Inspector McGee is the Chicago Postal Inspector who provided Holmes with information on 11/23/63
about the postal money order allegedly used to pay for the rifle, which we will discuss later. The
problem with Holmes ’testimony is that according to the Dallas teletype, Holmes knew about P.O. Box
2915 by the evening of the assassination, so his story about having a faulty memory is difficult to
believe, if not an outright lie. Holmes' use of language is also interesting, since he says, “I don’t know if
I can tell” and “I couldn’t tell you”, instead of explicitly saying that he didn’t remember.
Before we continue with Holmes ’testimony, we will take a bizarre but very relevant tangent. On
4/19/64, so just seventeen days after Holmes ’testimony to David Belin, a woman named Frances
Blanton contacted the FBI with information concerning P.O. Box 2915. Blanton claimed she was sorting
through some old magazines and noticed an issue of “Time” addressed to Lee H. Oswald, Box 2915,
Dallas 21, Texas, dated 6/21/63. She stated that she received the magazine in June ‘63 from a man
named Gonzalo Ancira, whom she described to the FBI as follows:
Ancira is a self-employed consulting engineer with offices adjacent to the Wade Corporation
where she was employed as a secretary at the time. She said Ancira was employed on a
contract basis by the Wade Corporation on a contract that corporation was in the process of
fulfilling.xciii
Blanton told the FBI that she saw the issue of “Time” at work and noticed an article she wanted to read
so she asked Ancira if she could take it home with her. Ancira told her it “did not belong to him”, but
then scratched out the name and address on the label in black ink and gave it to her to take home and
read. The next day Ancira asked for the magazine back, but Blanton said she had left it at home, so
Ancira said it would be alright for her to keep it. Blanton then provided the FBI some interesting
information on Ancira:
Miss Blanton stated on the day of the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy she
had asked Ancira if he was going to watch the Presidential motorcade to which Ancira replied,
“He’s not my President,” or words to that effect. She stated for approximately two weeks
immediately following the assassination of President Kennedy, Ancira disappeared from Dallas
for reasons unknown to her, but she presumes he traveled to Mexico.xciv

On 4/22/64, three days after Blanton contacted the FBI, Vernon A. Labenski, Assistant Superintendent
of the Main Dallas Post Office advised that P.O. Box 2915 had been rented to Gonzalo Ancira on
5/20/63.xcv The FBI followed up and contacted Ancira that same day:
Ancira said he obtained Post Office Box 2915 at the Main Post Office, Dallas, Texas, on May
20, 1963. He said up until the assassination of President Kennedy there was placed in his box
mail addressed to Lee H. Oswald. He said most of this mail consisted of what appeared to be
foreign periodicals originating from Russia. Ancira said he would mark through the address and
note on this mail that it was not for this box and would then return it to the mail drop in the Post
Office.xcvi
As we have seen, any mail addressed to Oswald should have been forwarded to 2515 West Fifth St.
starting on 5/10/63, but we can give the Ancira the benefit of the doubt here since the Dallas Post
Office likely did fail to always observe change of address orders on file, especially since the 5/10/63
forwarding order had Marina’s name as the primary. Basically, if Ancira really did rent P.O. Box 2915 on
5/20/63, it is reasonable to think he might have occasionally received mail in the box for Oswald. Ancira
proceeded to tell the FBI that he could not recall ever seeing or giving the issue of “Time” magazine to
Frances Blanton, but once again we can let this slide since Ancira probably just didn’t want to admit
that he had stolen Oswald’s mail to a federal agent. However, we most definitely cannot accept what
Ancira claimed happened on the day of the assassination. After telling the FBI that his statement to
Blanton regarding Kennedy being “not my President” referred to him being a Mexican citizen, Ancira
told the FBI an incredible story:
…he left the office at approximately 2:30 p.m. and while en route to his residence in Irving,
Texas, he heard over the radio that one Lee Harvey Oswald was considered a suspect in the
assassination. Recalling the previous boxholder of Box 2915 through which he had been
receiving mail, he immediately returned to the Hartford Building intending to notify the
appropriate authorities of this fact and located a uniformed police officer near the building and
advised this officer of this fact. He accompanied the officer to the Main Post Office and after
verifying the previous boxholder to be Lee H. Oswald, the officer telephoned his
headquarters.xcvii
As we have seen, P.O. Box 2915 was reported as being in the name of Mrs. Lee H. Oswald/Oswald’s
mother for over twenty-four hours after the assassination. Ancira’s claim that he notified a Dallas Police
officer about the box less than three hours after the assassination and accompanied the officer to the
Dallas Post Office to verify that the box was previously rented in the name of “Lee H. Oswald” casts
extreme suspicion on the entire Blanton-Ancira affair. There is no contemporaneous record of any
police contact with Ancira, and the earliest report even mentioning P.O. Box 2915 from any agency is
the Dallas FBI teletype from 10:29 p.m. CST, which of course was sourced from Harry Holmes.xcviii
Ancira conveniently surfaced just three weeks after Holmes testified that he didn’t remember how he
learned about P.O. Box 2915, but neither the DPD-Post Office angle, nor Ancira himself were ever
investigated further. Worse is that the earliest DPD evidence inventory records say that P.O. Box 2915
was actually rented in the name of “A.J. Hidell”.xcix Worse still is that DPD Captain Will Fritz stated on
12/23/63 that “Postal Inspectors gave us information that at one time a box had been rented in the
name of Alex Hidell”, with no mention of Ancira or any information obtained from a private citizen.c Also,
Ancira told the FBI that he travelled to Mexico for only four or five days following the assassination, but

according to Frances Blanton he disappeared for two weeks before returning to Dallas. On that note,
we will now return to Holmes ’4/2/64 testimony to David Belin:
Mr. Belin: I hand you what has been marked “Holmes Deposition Exhibit 3,” and ask you to
state what that is?
Mr. Holmes: That is a photostatic copy of the original box rental application covering the rental
of box 2915, at the main post office in Dallas, Tex. Signed Lee H. Oswald. It shows that the box
was closed on May 14, 1963.
Mr. Belin: Now, it is stamped date box opened, October 9, 1962. At that is the same date that it
appears to be written in handwriting at the bottom of it.
Mr. Holmes: That’s correct.
Mr. Belin: All right. Now you found this postal money order and then what did you do?
Mr. Holmes: Off the record, let me ask you something. I questioned him about this box and all
the angles with it during this interview.
Mr. Belin: I am going to get to that.
Mr. Holmes: I didn’t know whether you wanted to put it in there.
Mr. Belin: I am going to get to that. Then what did you do?ci
One has to wonder what “all the angles” were that Holmes wanted to discuss off the record. We’ve
already seen that Belin took Holmes off the record at the first mention of giving change of address
orders to the Secret Service and FBI, which occurred just a few moments later in his testimony, so
maybe these “angles” were hashed out then. What’s really incredible here though is that the above
exchange marks the end of Holmes ’testimony about the actual application form for P.O. Box 2915, and
as we can see there is no mention of Holmes turning the form over to the FBI, or anyone else for that
matter. What makes this even worse is that neither Belin nor Holmes makes any reference to Holmes ’
initials or a date appearing on the form - as they did for P.O. Box 6225 - even though Holmes ’initials
and the date 11/22/63 appear on the P.O. Box 2915 application in evidence. This failure to authenticate
the form is telling, since as we have seen, Shanklin’s Lab inventory similarly only mentions the initials
and date appearing on the application for P.O. Box 6225.
In a literally identical scenario to what happened with the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order, the only
“authentication” ever performed on the application for P.O. Box 2915 was when FBI agents quietly
displayed a photograph of the form to Holmes on 6/16/64, over two months after his testimony, and all
Holmes said was that it was an image of the same “original document”, which “bears his initials”, that
he had furnished to Alfred Ellington. Holmes once again did not provide a date for the transaction.cii For
comparison purposes, the same phony authentication process was never performed on the application
for P.O. Box 6225; and for the application for P.O. Box 30061, FBI agents found the Foreman of Mails
of the New Orleans Post Office, Abraham Plough, who had originally located the form and turned it over

to New Orleans Postal Inspector Joseph Zarza on the night of the assassination. Plough provided the
FBI a date and a time for the transaction.ciii
Another interesting detail is that, as we have seen, the Postal Inspection Service revised Holmes ’
12/3/63 report for the first draft of CE 1799 to say that copies of the box applications were turned over
instead of originals, before reverting back to originals for the final draft:
Holmes 12/3/63 Report: After photocopying the original box rent application covering Box 2915
at the General post office and Box 6225 at the Terminal Annex, they were furnished to the
FBI.civ
CE 1799 First Draft: Inspectors furnished the FBI copies of the applications for Post Office Box
6225 (Terminal Annex) and 2915 (GPO)...cv
CE 1799: Postal inspectors furnished to the FBI at their request the originals of applications for
Post Office Box 6225 (Terminal Annex) and 2915 (General post office).cvi
It’s certainly possible that the authors of CE 1799 just got confused by Holmes ’inclusion of the phrase
“after photocopying” and corrected the mistake for the final draft, but what’s really significant about
Holmes ’report and the drafts of CE 1799 is that not one of them provides a date for the document
transaction. We cannot rule out the possibility that Holmes testified incorrectly and actually confronted
Oswald with photocopies of the applications on 11/24/63, but the weight of the evidence strongly
suggests that Holmes ’testimony was accurate. The only documents actually written on 11/23/63
suggesting that the applications were turned over to the FBI on that date are Shanklin’s Lab inventory
and the 10:52 p.m. Dallas summary teletype, neither of which specifies that the forms were originals,
and Alfred Ellington’s own report says that the original forms were left with Holmes. Taken with
everything we have seen thus far regarding Holmes ’testimony; the evidence suggests that both
Holmes and the Postal Inspection Service omitted a date for the document transaction from their
reports for a reason.
Also, Holmes ’4/10/65 memo where he discusses the “dated receipts” from Alfred Ellington contains an
interesting detail we have not yet seen. The memo was written in response to a request from J.V.
Staples - the same Postal Inspector who wrote on 11/29/63 that the 5/15/63 forwarding order triggered
the entire investigation in New Orleans - on behalf of a Post Office employee who wanted to know if a
handwriting comparison had ever been performed on the application for P.O. Box 2915, since it had
never been mentioned in the press. Holmes began the memo with the following statement:
This is in response to your personal letter attached to a file where in it requested that I furnish
what information I might have concerning whether a handwriting analysis was ever made of
P.O.D. Form 1093, Application for P.O. Box 2915, allegedly rented by Lee H. Oswald.cvii
[Emphasis added]
Here we have Holmes himself only being willing to say, in 1965 no less, that P.O. Box 2915 was
allegedly rented by Lee H. Oswald. Since Holmes wouldn’t even admit the box was in Oswald’s name
seven months after release of the Warren Report, never authenticated the application form under oath,
and was never even confronted with the original form (the application reviewed during his testimony
was a photocopy), why should we accept the application as genuine?

Overall, the evidence is compelling that Holmes had the original application for P.O. Box 2915 in his
possession past November 23rd, the official date it was turned over to the FBI. This scenario explains
(1) Ellington’s 11/27/63 report saying that Holmes needed to be subpoenaed to obtain the original
records; (2) Shanklin’s Lab inventory not specifying that the Dallas forms were originals; (3) Holmes ’
report and the drafts of CE 1799 not mentioning a transaction date; and most importantly (4) Holmes ’
questionable “memory lapse” regarding the discovery of the box, testimony that he confronted Oswald
with the original application on November 24th, and failure to authenticate the application form under
oath. What follows from this is that the application obtained by Alfred Ellington on November 23rd was
not the original application. We will address the question of what Ellington actually submitted to the FBI
Lab a bit later, but first we will return to our “extraordinary” assumption that P.O. Box 2915 was rented
in Marina’s name.
As terrible as the chain of custody for the P.O. Box 2915 application is, we have not even explored the
most important and weakest link: how the application was discovered and obtained by Holmes in the
first place. All we have seen so far is that Holmes testified to the Warren Commission on 4/2/64 that he
didn’t remember how he learned about the box, and that three weeks later Gonzalo Ancira miraculously
appeared and told a fictional story to the FBI about informing the Dallas Police of the box a couple
hours after the assassination and verifying it had previously been in the name of “Lee H. Oswald”
before disappearing to Mexico. The question of how Holmes learned about the box is critical, since
someone at the Post Office - likely FBI Informant Holmes himself - told the FBI that the box was in the
name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” and/or Oswald’s mother; and according to Belmont’s initial memo to
Tolson, likely showed Dallas agents the original box application. The logical place to look for where
Holmes should have discussed his discovery of the box in the most detail is in a report to his own
agency, the Postal Inspection Service. For example, let’s take a look at the excellent detail provided by
Holmes regarding the discovery of P.O. Box 6225 in his 12/3/63 report:
His current post office box was 6225 located in the Terminal Annex post office just one block
from where he was employed. The fact that this box existed was brought to light by the
alertness of a postal employee in the box rental section who, after hearing early broadcasts of
the apprehension of Lee H. Oswald, recalled that he had recently rented a box to a person by
that name and upon checking his box rental applications, he did determine that this box had
been rented to Lee H. Oswald on November 2, 1963, and promptly furnished this information to
me and it was passed on to the Secret Service.cviii
We must reiterate that Holmes is the only source for the initial discovery of P.O. Box 2915 on record,
besides the fake story from Gonzalo Ancira, so what did Holmes have to say about the box to the
Postal Inspection Service? The reader may already know where this is going, since we’ve already
examined how the Postal Inspection Service handled the pertinent section of Holmes ’12/3/63 report.
However, we have still not seen Holmes ’absolutely ridiculous original statement from his initial report
printed verbatim:
This was the box that was rented in the name of J.H. Oswald at the time and later from which a
forwarding order was entered to have the mail sent to New Orleans.cix
Holmes says, “this was the box” instead of “this was a box”, as if to imply that the recipient of his report,
Inspector in Charge L.H. Stevens of Fort Worth, knows exactly what Holmes was referring to - and he
did. The only Postal Inspector report besides the 12/3/63 report from Holmes that mentions P.O. Box

2915 is the 12/2/63 report from Chief Inspector H.B Montague we saw in our introduction that states
that it was “Oswald’s box” and that “A. Hidell” was listed as entitled to receive mail in the box; and
Montague got his information by discussing the rifle order over the phone with L.H. Stevens on
11/23/63.cx What’s absurd about this is that Stevens ’own report from 11/29/63 summarizing all of his
activities to date in the investigation does not mention P.O. Box 2915 or the rifle order.cxi If Stevens was
such a key player, why would he leave out the most important information developed by the Postal
Inspection Service from his own report?
Even more absurd is how the Postal Inspection Service left “J.H. Oswald” in all three drafts of CE 1799
despite revising the rest of Holmes ’report extensively - including the exact same sentence in which the
supposed “typo” appears - but let’s take another look at CE 1799 now that we know what Holmes
himself actually wrote:
This box was rented in the name of J.H. Oswald at that time and a forwarding order was later
entered to have mail sent to New Orleans.cxii
Is there any innocent explanation for why the Postal Inspection Service, the one agency with the most
power to know who rented a post office box, would provide to the Warren Commission Holmes ’
blatantly intentional dog whistle “typo” as the only official explanation for how P.O. Box 2915 was
discovered after the assassination? To make matters worse, if it’s even possible at this point, The
8/14/68 historical summary report approved by Montague also excerpts directly from CE 1799 the
statement regarding J.H. Oswald, whereas other sections of the summary are heavily edited or
elaborated upon compared to the Warren Commission era reports.cxiii Should we accept that nearly five
years later still not a single person in the Postal Inspection Service noticed Holmes ’initial “typo”?
This is speculation, but the letters JH appear directly above and in order of MN on a standard keyboard;
so is it possible that the “typo” was included by Holmes to obscure the fact that the box was in the
name of “M.N. Oswald”? Interestingly, Marina wrote the following in a letter she sent to the Soviet
Embassy on 12/31/62:
Here is my post office address, in case you need to send me correspondence:
Mrs. M. Oswald
Box 2915, Dallas, Texas.cxiv
The significance of this is that if P.O. Box 2915 was really in the name of “M. Oswald”, we suddenly
have a potential explanation for why the FBI might have initially believed that the box was rented in the
name of Oswald’s mother, Marguerite. However, the FBI also reported that the box was in the name of
“Mrs. Lee H. Oswald”, which obviously implies Lee’s wife. Why would the FBI confuse “Mrs. Lee H.
Oswald” with Marguerite, especially when all of the change of address orders reported in the Dallas
teletype pointed to P.O. Box 2915 being in Marina’s name? The FBI had more than enough background
on Oswald by the morning of November 23rd to rule out Marguerite as the renter of the box, so why
didn’t they? We will attempt to address the “Oswald’s mother” issue shortly, but for now we have more
than enough evidence to move out of the realm of assumption and at least suggest that P.O. Box 2915
was indeed rented by Marina. In addition to the more subtle details, (1) Marina both used and closed
the box; (2) the FBI initially reported that the box was in the name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald”; and (3) the
Postal Inspection Service never admitted that the box was rented by “Lee H. Oswald” to the Warren

Commission, and instead provided Harry Holmes ’uncorrected false typo “J.H. Oswald” along with no
explanation whatsoever for how the box was discovered. If our hypothesis is correct and Marina really
did rent P.O. Box 2915, how do we explain the box application in evidence today?
The evidence suggests that whatever happened with P.O. Box 2915 on November 23rd, it probably had
something to do with the rifle mail order. Shortly after 5:00 a.m. CST, FBI agents at Klein’s Sporting
Goods in Chicago reported that they had located documents on microfilm showing that the rifle found
on the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository building, serial number C2766, had been
shipped to “A. Hidell”, P.O. Box 2915, Dallas, Texas on 3/20/63 with payment made by money order in
the amount of $21.45.cxv The same information was widely disseminated in a teletype from the Chicago
Field Office sent at 8:01 a.m.cxvi Shortly thereafter, an FBI agent contacted the Dallas Post Office and
told Investigative Aide J.H. Crowson, who subsequently told Harry Holmes, that the money order used
to purchase the rifle was issued on 3/20/63 in the amount of $21.95 instead of $21.45.cxvii Holmes
testified that he searched Post Office records without any luck until 11:00 a.m., but in the meantime had
his secretary go out and buy a bunch of gun magazines to look for advertisements of the alleged rifle.
(A Postal Inspection Service teletype suggests that Holmes was lying about this, and the magazines
were actually obtained from the “nixie” section of the Post Office, but for our purposes it doesn’t
matter.)cxviii Holmes claimed that he found an ad matching the rifle showing the actual purchase price
was $21.45, which was confirmed by Inspector McGee from Chicago around 12:00 p.m. McGee also
told Holmes that the money order had been received on March 13th instead of March 20th. Holmes
proceeded to locate a money order stub “about ten minutes later” showing that the money order had
been purchased on the “early morning” of March 12th.cxix This money order stub was never entered into
evidence.
An additional concern to time of purchase - which is not shown on the actual money order – is if it is
possible that the stub shows the money order had been purchased by the primary box holder, Marina,
and was subsequently suppressed for that reason? Several researchers have pointed out that Oswald’s
time card at Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall shows he was working on the morning of March 12th when the rifle
money order was allegedly purchased, but Marina of course did not have a job.cxx March 12th
happened to be one of two days that Ruth Paine visited Marina in Dallas, the second being March 20th,
the day the rifle was allegedly shipped.cxxi Is it possible that Marina - or Ruth Paine with Marina’s help ordered the rifle using P.O. Box 2915 in the name of A. Hidell?
As we saw at the beginning of this essay, the evidence that “A. Hidell” was entitled to receive mail in
P.O. Box 2915 is easily as strong as any evidence to the contrary. If Hidell was listed on the box
application, and the box was in Marina’s name, could Marina (or Ruth Paine) have used the genderless
“A. Hidell” as an alias? As pointed out by Sylvia Meagher in her book Accessories After the Fact,
Marina contradicted herself several times about when she first heard the name “Hidell”, and eventually
concocted a story that she learned about the name in New Orleans when Oswald allegedly forced her
to sign “A. J. Hidell” on his FPCC membership card.cxxii Marina also claimed in her earliest statements
that Oswald did not use Hidell as an alias, and admitted to the Warren Commission to have signed the
name Hidell on multiple documents in some very interesting and inconsistent testimony regarding the
FPCC card:
Mrs. Oswald: This was the only time when I--when Lee asked me to do this, and I did it. I might
have signed two or--- cards and not just one but there weren't a great many.

Representative Ford: Did the other cards have someone else's name besides Lee Harvey
Oswald on it?
Mrs. Oswald: No; only Lee Oswald.
Representative Ford: But you think you might have signed more than one such card?
Mrs. Oswald: Maybe two, three. This is just 1 day when I was signing this. It just happened on
one occasion.cxxiii
One of the most suspicious items of evidence in the entire JFK case is the forged Selective Service
card in the name of “Alek J. Hidell” that was allegedly found in Oswald’s wallet after his arrest. This
card is the only item of evidence linking “A. Hidell” to a male first name. Oswald denied signing the
name Hidell on the card, and the FBI Lab could not identify the handwriting as Oswald’s.cxxiv,cxxv Even
worse is that the HSCA questioned documents panel never even examined the card, despite it being
one of the most questionable documents in the entire case.cxxvi The following comparison image
between the money order and the Hidell Selective Service card was prepared by researcher Steve
Thomas, who has compiled considerable evidence pointing to Marina potentially being involved in the
rifle mail order :

Why couldn’t the FBI identify the handwriting on the Selective Service card, despite the signature
appearing so similar to the signature on the money order? Is it possible that both documents are
forgeries written by the same person? In questioned document examination, certain types of forgeries
can contain characteristics of the forger's own handwriting, especially if a forger is working free-hand
from an inexact model.cxxvii For example, if a forger was trying to imitate Oswald’s handwriting but didn’t
have an example of Oswald writing the word “Hidell”, it is possible that certain characteristics of the
forger's handwriting would be present in the imitation. The significance of this is that neither of the
questioned document examiners employed by the Warren Commission, James Cadigan and Alwyn
Cole, provided any testimony on the “A. Hidell” signature on the money order. Incredibly, the
identification of the money order handwriting as Oswald’s was based solely on the similarity of the
words “Dallas, Texas”, “Klein’s” and “P.O. Box 2915” with the known standards.cxxviii,cxxix
The validity of the money order has been questioned by researchers for years, primarily due to the lack
of a bank endorsement stamp which may or may not have been required on postal money orders at the
time. For our purposes however the most interesting aspect of the money order besides the handwriting

is the timeline of its discovery. As we have seen, Harry Holmes testified that he found the stub with the
money order number shortly after 12:00 p.m. CST on 11/23/63. According to Postal Inspection Service
records, Dallas didn’t provide the money order number to anyone until 4:30 p.m., when a call was made
from Holmes ’superior L.H. Stevens to Deputy Chief Inspector Donald Duggan in Washington asking
him to locate the money order.cxxx Duggan subsequently waited until 7:00 p.m. to ask National Archives
Finance Officer J.H. Marks to obtain the original money order from the Archives. The Secret Service
contacted Marks half an hour later with the exact same request. The FBI on the other hand didn’t report
on the money order number until 9:46 p.m., when a teletype was sent from Dallas reporting Holmes ’
discovery of the stub and directing agents to locate the money order. This FBI teletype is the first
document on record to report that P.O. Box 2915 was rented by Lee H. Oswald; and by 9:46 p.m. the
“original” money order had already been obtained by the Secret Service in Washington.cxxxi,cxxxii
Basically, there is plenty of evidence suggesting that something out of the ordinary happened between
Holmes discovering the money order stub and the actual money order being located, but an in-depth
examination of the money order is out of the scope of this essay.
If we assume the money order in evidence is legitimate however, is it possible that “A. Hidell” could
have been signed by Marina? We must point out that the Hidell signature on the FPCC card purported
to be signed by Marina does not look very similar to the money order and Selective Service Card, but
Marina testified that she had to practice writing in the Latin alphabet, that she signed Hidell on “two or
three” cards, and also cut herself off when she started to say the FPCC card was the only time she had
signed the name Hidell, correcting herself to specify that it was the only time “Lee asked me to do
this”.cxxxiii In addition, Marina testified that her English handwriting “changes every day”:
Mr. Rankin: Was the way you signed on this Commission's Exhibit No. 819 your usual way of
writing English?
Mrs. Oswald: My English handwriting changes every day, and my Russian handwriting, too.
But that is more or less my usual style.
Mr. Rankin: You weren't trying to conceal the way you sign anything?
Mrs. Oswald: I tried to do it, I just tried to write it as nicely as possible.cxxxiv
Marina’s seemingly affirmative response to Rankin’s question of whether or not she was trying to
conceal the way she signed anything is another interesting detail. Basically, taken with the evidence we
have already seen, we now have enough evidence to at least consider the possibility that Marina was
involved in ordering the rifle, specifically (1) Marina’s suspicious statements and testimony regarding
the name “Hidell” and her English handwriting; (2) Ruth Paine visiting Marina in Dallas the same day
the money order was allegedly purchased; (3) the disappearance of the money order stub; (4) the
questionable origin of the money order itself; (5) the “mix-up” of the rifle and pistol order forms during
Marina’s testimony; and (6) the refusal of the Warren Commission to question Marina about the both
the rifle order and P.O. Box 2915.
The FBI taking action to distance Marina from the rifle purchase is one possible explanation for why the
P.O. Box 2915 application ended up in the name of “Lee H. Oswald”. It is at least logical to imagine that
due to the dire implications of Marina, a Russian national, potentially ordering the alleged murder
weapon of the President, a decision was made to link both the rifle mail order and P.O. Box 2915 to
Lee Harvey Oswald alone to avoid the possibility of a conflict with the Soviet Union. J. Edgar Hoover’s

phone call to Lyndon Johnson on the morning of 11/23/63 seems to corroborate this idea, and contains
some provocative information about the identity of A. Hidell:
Hoover: I just wanted to let you know of a development which I think is very important in
connection with this case. – This man in Dallas. We, of course, charged him with the murder of
the President. The evidence that they have at the present time is not very strong. We have just
discovered the place where the gun was purchased and the shipment of the gun from Chicago
to Dallas, to a post office box in Dallas, to a man — no, to a woman by the name of A. Heidel. It
was purchased in March of this year. That gun is now in our possession here in Washington, we
had it flown up last night, and our laboratory here is making an examination of it…
Johnson: Now, who is A. Heidel?
Hoover: A. Heidel is an alias that this man has used on other occasions, and according to the
information we have from the home in which he was living – his mother – he kept a rifle like this
wrapped up in a blanket which he kept in the house.cxxxv[Emphasis added]
How would Hoover know that the Hidell who ordered the rifle was a woman, especially when seconds
later he says that Hidell was also an alias used by Oswald? Recall that Hoover reported that there was
“no doubt at all” that P.O. Box 2915 was in the name of “Oswald’s mother” to Johnson’s closest aide on
Saturday evening, so we know that he was well aware that the box was not in Oswald’s name. Did the
FBI have additional information indicating that the rifle was purchased by a woman? Notably, Hoover
does not mention P.O. Box 2915 directly, avoiding the topic after stating that the case against Oswald
was “not very very strong”.
Hoover also attributes a statement obviously made by Marina regarding the rifle in a blanket in the
Paine home garage to Oswald’s mother. Marina originally made this statement in her 11/22/63 affidavit
and the same information was transmitted from Dallas to FBI Headquarters as part of a longer
summary teletype at 5:39 a.m. CST on the 23rd.cxxxvi Hoover had to know that Marina was the source of
this information, so why would he lie to the President? It strains credulity to think that the entire
leadership apparatus of the FBI mixed up Oswald’s wife with his mother, so what’s going on here? One
possible explanation for the “mix-up” is that the FBI intentionally referred to “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” as
Oswald’s mother to avoid putting the possibility of Marina ordering the rifle on record, and Hoover
simply carried over this trend into his conversation with Johnson in a different context. Unfortunately,
there is no other evidence in the evidentiary record that might help explain the “mix-up”, or at least none
that this author has seen. In any case, the fact remains that the FBI had reason to believe that P.O. Box
2915 was in the name of “Mrs. Lee H. Oswald” and that the rifle was ordered by a woman. As we have
seen throughout this essay, there is a considerable amount of evidence in the declassified record
supporting this exact scenario.
There is one final question we have not yet addressed, and that is how the P.O. Box 2915 application
could have ended up in the name of “Lee H. Oswald” if the box was actually rented by Marina. One
potential clue is that the FBI agent who called the Dallas Post Office on the morning of November 23rd
with the $21.95 money order information was none other than Alfred Ellington.cxxxvii Thus, Ellington
allegedly met with Holmes to “collect” the Dallas postal forms just a few hours after inquiring about the
money order. This makes Holmes ’testimony that he didn’t recall when he turned over the application
for P.O. Box 6225 to the FBI even more incredible, since he testified about searching for the $21.95

money order in excruciating detail. Should we really believe that the money order never came up in
conversation and Ellington just presented himself as a random FBI agent when he arrived at the Post
Office and allegedly issued Holmes receipts for the forms? An important detail is that Ellington is the
only FBI agent mentioned by name in any of the reports from the Postal Inspection Service, and not
one of those reports says anything about him collecting postal forms. The implication of this is that
Ellington, the agent responsible for the P.O. Box 2915 application in evidence, is a prime candidate for
one of the Dallas agents who “checked with the post office” and verified that P.O. Box 2915 was rented
by “Oswald’s mother” on the morning after the assassination.
As we have seen, the evidence suggests that Ellington submitted an application for P.O. Box 2915 to
the FBI Lab that was in the name of “Lee H. Oswald” while Holmes still had the original applications for
both P.O. Box 2915 and P.O. Box 6225 in his possession. If Ellington wasn’t at the Dallas Post Office to
collect the original box applications, what was he really doing there? Postal Inspector R.H. Robinson
was present at the Dallas Post Office on the morning of November 23rd, and wrote the following in his
12/4/63 report to the Chief Inspector:
The information concerning the possibility that Marian Jurek had some handwriting specimens
of Lee Harvey Oswald was also furnished to FBI agent Ellington on November 23, 1963, during
a visit to the Inspection Service offices by Mr. Ellington on that date. He was looking for such
information.cxxxviii
Ellington asking around for examples of Oswald’s known handwriting is not suspicious in and of itself,
since Gordon Shanklin told Alan Belmont in their 8:15 a.m. phone call - the same call where Shanklin
said that agents had verified that P.O. Box 2915 was rented by “Oswald’s mother” - that he had
instructed agents to be on alert for handwriting samples.cxxxix However, the 4/10/65 memo from Harry
Holmes that mentions the dated receipts contains the following statement:
As I recall, Ellington called at my office stating that their laboratory in Washington had already
received original writings found in a search of Oswald’s living quarters as well as other writings
turned over to him by Mrs. Oswald which she identified as being the known writing of Oswald;
that they needed the box rental applications for comparison purposes.cxl
If this statement is true, Ellington already knew that the FBI had plenty of known handwriting samples to
perform a comparison before“ obtaining” the box applications; so why was he asking for more samples
at the Dallas Post Office? We will attempt to answer this question by examining how Ellington handled
the lead on Marian Jurek.
Marian Jurek was the wife of William Jurek, the owner of 602 Elsbeth St. where the Oswalds
supposedly lived from January through early March 1963. After receiving the tip from Ellington, FBI
Special Agents Gaston C. Thompson and Jack B. Peden interviewed William and Marian Jurek on
11/23/63 and filed a report the following day. William Jurek furnished the agents the rental application
for the Elsbeth St. apartment which also contained rent receipts on the back of the form. Jurek also
gave the agents information about the handwriting on the application:
Jurek observed that the application bore only limited information in addition to the name of the
applicant, and he was unable to state whether the application was prepared by the applicant or
by the manager of the above apartment. He volunteered, however, that he had instructed the

manager of the above apartments to have such applications prepared by the applicants
themselves, and for that reason he felt that the handwriting probably was prepared by the
applicant. He advised that the manager of the above apartments, M.F. Tobias, would be able to
furnish definite information as to whether or not the handwriting on the rental application was
actually prepared by Oswald.cxli
Marian Jurek gave the agents essentially the same information as William but was more confident than
her husband that the handwriting on the rental application was Oswald’s.cxlii Thompson and Peden
wasted no time and interviewed M.F. Tobias the same day to get verification on the handwriting. Tobias
had the following to say about the rental application:
Tobias observed all of the above handwritten and handprinted notations were in blue ink, and
he said such handwriting and handprinting were prepared by L.H. Oswald in his presence and in
the presence of his wife, Nannie Tobias, on November 3, 1962. He said he could testify,
therefore, that such handwriting and handprinting were prepared by L.H. Oswald in his,
Tobias’s, presence.cxliii
The Jureks were never interviewed by the Warren Commission, but the Tobiases were, and what’s
incredible about all of this is that the rental application was never entered into evidence or even
mentioned during the Tobias ’testimony. The Tobiases did testify about rent receipts for the Elsbeth St.
apartment, but the rent receipts were also never entered into evidence.cxliv Is it just a coincidence that
Alfred Ellington, the FBI agent who originally inquired about the money order and subsequently turned
over the P.O. Box 2915 application in the name of “Lee H. Oswald'', was asking around for examples of
Oswald’s known handwriting at the offices of the Postal Inspection Service, got a lead, sent agents to
obtain the Elsbeth St. rental application and verify that the application was written by Oswald that same
day, and the rental application - a critical item of evidence in the investigation - subsequently
disappeared? Is it possible that the rental application was used to prepare the handwriting and
handprinting on the application for P.O. Box 2915?
Questioned document examiner Jaques Mathyer, described as “one of Europe's leading experts in the
field of questioned documents”, wrote a 1961 academic journal article titled “The Expert Examination of
Signatures”. Mathyer described multiple different types of forgeries, and the most difficult type to
identify are “free hand forged signatures”:
Free hand forged signatures. This method is used by the forgers who have a certain skill to
write or draw. After some practice, the forger tries to write a copy of the model quickly. We know
cases where the forger was able to reproduce a signature without having the model in view and
obtained good results.
By definition, these kinds of forged signatures are quickly written and present the same
appearances of quickness, of sureness as a genuine signature, so that it is quite impossible,
without a comparison, to recognize immediately a forged signature.cxlv
Essentially, if a skilled free-hand forger used the Elsbeth St. rental application as a model for copying
Oswald’s handwriting onto a blank post office box application, it would be nearly impossible to identify.
The resulting similarity of the signatures on both documents would be ample motive to suppress the
rental application, and the forgery would thus slip undetected into history.

There is no timestamp on Shanklin’s Lab inventory, and from the Dallas summary teletype all we know
is that the Dallas postal forms were allegedly mailed to the Lab prior to 10:52 p.m. CST on 11/23/63,
twelve hours after Belmont’s order to tie P.O. Box 2915 to Oswald through handwriting comparison.cxlvi
Thus, Ellington had plenty of time to obtain a blank application form along with a copy of the original
P.O. Box 2915 application from Harry Holmes, verify that the Elsbeth rental application was prepared
by Oswald, and have someone prepare the forgery.
Also, since the Dallas postal forms were allegedly submitted via regular mail and disappeared for two
days, a forgery could have been slipped into evidence at any time so long as there was enough time for
the forms to get to the FBI Lab at some point on 11/25/63.

Other than means, motive and opportunity, what evidence do we have that this application is actually
illegitimate? The most glaring clue is the stamp showing that the box was closed on 5/14/63. As we
have seen, the evidence is overwhelming that the box was actually closed by Marina on 5/10/63 and
that Oswald’s unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order was never processed by the Post Office. Also, the
words “Dallas Texas” are not in Oswald’s handwriting, and no effort was ever made to identify the
person who wrote them.cxlvii Another interesting detail is that the address 3519 Fairmore Ave. is not a
real address. Marina did stay with George deMohrenschildt’s daughter Alexandra Taylor and her
husband Gary for a short time in the Fall of 1962 at 3519 Fairmount St., but given that every single
Oswald post office box application in evidence contains a false street address, this discrepancy doesn’t
prove much.cxlviii The real question of course is whether or not there is any evidence indicative of a
forgery in Oswald’s alleged handwriting. If the application was prepared by a skilled free-hand forger
using a known model of Oswald’s handwriting, it should be nearly impossible to prove that the form is
inauthentic; but let’s take a look anyway. According to Mathyer, the only way to identify a free-hand
forgery is through detailed comparison with known signatures:

…if the disputed signature is written quickly without abnormal details, it will be quite impossible
to reach an opinion about its quality, and it will be necessary to compare the questioned
signature with the genuine ones.cxlix
As mentioned previously, the Warren Commission used two questioned document examiners, James
Cadigan of the FBI, and Alwyn Cole of the U.S. Treasury Department. The FBI was not happy about
the Commission employing Cole as a second opinion, but all Cole did was essentially rubber-stamp the
findings of Cadigan. Both examiners testified in detail about the application for P.O. Box 2915 and
concluded that all the handwriting on the application was Oswald’s except for the words “Dallas, Texas”
and the box number 2915. There are however some very interesting and relevant details from the
testimony of Cadigan:
This document also bears the signature "Lee H. Oswald" which, again, is a very characteristic
signature. It appears in Cadigan Exhibit No. 13, the questioned document, and Cadigan Exhibits
Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. The signature I noted was written rather rapidly. It is somewhat
distorted in appearance.cl
Cadigan continued on to describe some other unique characteristics of the application signature. We
will spare the technical details, but of particular interest is that Cadigan claimed a light “retrace” could
be seen in the letter “H” and that the signature increased in size from left to right, characteristics that
did not appear in any of the known signatures of Oswald. In other words, out of all the signatures
examined by Cadigan, the application signature is the only one noted as being written “rapidly”,
appearing distorted, and showing evidence of retouching. Cadigan had testified earlier to the
significance of distortion appearing in questioned handwriting after being asked about the Oswald
signature on the FPCC membership card:
Mr. Eisenberg: Does that signature appear to have been written naturally?
Mr. Cadigan: Yes.
Mr. Eisenberg: At normal speed?
Mr. Cadigan: Yes.
Mr. Eisenberg: Any evidence of retouching?
Mr. Cadigan: No.
Mr. Eisenberg: Generally, were the signatures and other handwritings in the questioned
documents you have reviewed in this deposition today written naturally?
Mr. Cadigan: With the exception of the "Hidell" signature on his certificate of vaccination. There
is, in my opinion, distortion present there. But, by and large, in fact in almost all of the various
handwritings, hand printings, and signatures, there is no evidence of disguise or distortion, in
my opinion. [Emphasis added]
Mr. Eisenberg: What type of evidence indicates disguise or distortion?

Mr. Cadigan: Distortion and disguise can take many forms. It can be in the form of a change in
slant, a deliberate malformation of the individual letters. It can be shown in broken or interrupted
strokes. It can be shown in waves or wiggles in the line itself which should not normally be
there. It may be occasioned by a person using other than normal hand, a left-handed person
writing with his right hand or a right-handed person writing with his left hand. All these introduce
elements of distortion or disguise. The extent of it can only be determined by comparing a given
writing with known writing, and observing the characteristics present, and on that basis, you can
then formulate an opinion as to whether or not there is any appreciable amount of distortion or
disguise.cli
Note Eisenberg’s questions about retouching and speed, and Cadigan’s response that “almost all” of
the questioned signatures contain no evidence of disguise or distortion. As we have seen, the signature
on the application for P.O. Box 2915 was written “rather rapidly”, contained evidence of retouching, and
appeared distorted. Would it be reasonable to say that such characteristics do not represent an
“appreciable amount” of distortion or disguise? Here is what Mathyer had to say about the difficulties of
comparison when dealing with skilled free-hand forgeries:
The comparison of the graphic elements becomes very difficult and complex in the case of a
well-done free hand forgery and in the case where the disputed signature is really genuine.
Starting from the idea that the examination of the disputed signature has not revealed specific
marks of forgery and that this signature shows on the contrary all the general peculiarities
(dynamics, quickness, spontaneity, etc.) of a genuine signature, two possibilities are present.
Either the signature is a skillful freehand imitation, or it is a really genuine signature. In such
cases, the expert is in fact faced with the same problem as the one which consists of the
identification of a very short handwritten text, one or two words, for example. After having
studied the disputed signature itself, and after having studied each comparison signature and
compared them together, the expert must proceed to a systematic comparison of the disputed
signature with the genuine ones.clii [Emphasis added]
According to Mathyer, identification of a forged short handwritten text can be equally difficult as
identifying a free-hand forged signature. Since section three of the application for P.O. Box 2915 was
never entered into evidence, the only handwriting left to identify on the form besides the signature was
a very short handwritten text. Is it possible that the real reason section three “disappeared” was
because it was easier to forge a smaller amount of Oswald’s handwriting?
Mathyer’s article continues with a detailed description of the “systematic comparison” process for
disputed signatures. According to Mathyer, the only way for an expert to be able to form a reasonable
opinion on whether or not a disputed signature shows evidence of forgery is by carefully observing if
any of a specific set of characteristics fall within the expected normal variation of known signatures.
These characteristics are described by Mathyer as (1) emplacement on the documents; (2) dimensions
and proportions of the signature as a whole; and (3) details of the letters which make up the signature.
We have already seen how Cadigan made some unique observations about the characteristics of the
application signature, but we must reiterate that both Cadigan and Cole’s alleged opinion was that the
application was indeed filled out and signed by Oswald. This is what Cadigan had to say about variation
in signatures:

All writing, particularly signatures, are never exactly duplicated and some variation is normally
expected, and finding the same variations in both questioned and known signatures increases
the value of it…cliii
Thus, according to Cadigan, the characteristics of application signature fell within the normal variation
expected in known signatures of Oswald. The problem with this is that Cadigan testified to several
characteristics of the application signature that do not appear in any of the other questioned and known
signatures, specifically that it (1) was written rapidly and is distorted; (2) contains evidence of light
retracing; and (3) increases in size from right to left.
In addition, the Commission did not ask Cadigan whether or not the unique characteristics of the
signature on the P.O. Box 2915 application were indicative of a forgery. What’s interesting about this is
that the Commission did ask both Cadigan and Cole about inconsistencies on other questioned
documents, and specifically addressed the issue of retracing with Cole. Cole said the following
regarding his identification of the Klein’s order form as being written by Oswald, an identification which
was essentially meaningless since the original document wasn’t available:
I concluded that this is a natural handwriting. By that I mean that it was made at a fair speed,
that it doesn't show any evidence of unnatural movement, poor line quality, tremor, waver,
retouching, or the like. I regard it as being made in a fluent and fairly rapid manner which would
record the normal writing habits of the person who made it.cliv
Is it reasonable to consider a signature written so rapidly as to be distorted (such as with the signature
on the P.O. Box 2915 application), to be also written in a “fluent and fairly rapid manner”? Here is what
Cole had to say about retouching when asked about the unendorsed 5/14/63 forwarding order, which
was almost certainly filled out by Oswald.
Mr. Eisenberg: Is this similar to the retouching you mentioned being an evidence of forgery?
Mr. Cole: I would say no since it is done in such an apparently confident manner. There is not
the slightest evidence of any effort made to conceal the presence of this retracing. I think I
should say generally the person producing a false or spurious writing does retouching to correct
some imperfection of a letter, that is, he criticizes his work - goes along and if he encounters a
part which he thinks is incorrect with regard to form, he may then retouch it in order to correct it.
It would be very [unusual] in any false or spurious writing to see any extensive retracing.clv
[Emphasis added]
We must reemphasize that the application signature is the only Oswald signature to show any evidence
of retouching, and according to Cadigan, the retracing appeared “light”. Would evidence of a “light
retrace” be considered something made in an “apparently confident manner”, or something describable
as “extensive”?
Essentially, the Warren Commission’s own questioned document examiners provided testimony that
impugns the legitimacy of the P.O. Box 2915 application in evidence today. Taken with all the other
evidence we have seen thus far, is it really out of the question to think that the application might have
been forged?

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have examined a considerable amount of evidence indicating that the official story of
Lee Harvey Oswald’s mail is a complete fiction and have postulated several potential scenarios that
may explain how and why that fiction was constructed. Any analysis of complex events sixty years after
the fact is necessarily speculative to some degree, and we must emphasize that the goal of this essay
is only to highlight that Oswald’s mail is a relatively untapped area of research in the JFK case. There is
value in challenging long established positions of the critical community, even if only to encourage
creative thinking about the declassified record. The hypotheses in this essay are quite possibly
incorrect in many aspects, if not totally, and a complete treatment of Oswald’s mail would require at
least an entire book if not multiple volumes. We have ignored countless fascinating details for the
purpose of brevity, and as it stands this essay is anything but brief. Updates may be added over time,
but for now we hope that this essay can at least provide an introduction to the importance of Oswald’s
mail in understanding one the most important events in American history.
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